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HISTORICAL 

DANCING WITH DANGER BK#3 $21.95  
KERRIGAN BYRNE  
Goode Girls Romance series. Bk#1 Seducing A 
Stranger (aka A Dark and Stormy Knight). The 
Goode Girls aren't simply good, they're stunning. 
Mercy Goode is only truly good at one thing: finding 
mischief wherever she goes. Such as getting arrest-
ed at a murder scene with Raphael Sauvageau, a 
brutally handsome, ruthless smuggler with a danger-
ous past and a dubious future. The silver-tongued 
devil doesn't deserve a lick of her confidence, but 
she has evidence that he's not the killer. She can't 
deny that he's relentlessly wicked. Raphael has no 
time for obsession. He's an empire to run, a murder 
to avenge, and a plan to save his brother that is likely 
a suicide mission. But this clever, infuriating blue-
stocking--who insists she's an amateur sleuth--keeps 
showing up where she doesn't belong. And for some 
bloody reason they can't seem to be in the same 
room without him yanking her into his arms and kiss-
ing her until they're both breathless. Power, prestige, 
and a staggering fortune hasn't filled the abysmal 
void where Raphael's heart should be… Perhaps 
what he needs is a night with her. Perhaps what he 
needs is redemption. Perhaps what he needs is a bit 
of Mercy. 

A DARING MAN BK#7 $15.95 REISSUE  
LEIGH GREENWOOD 
Seven Brides series. Bk#1 A Resolute Man (Rose)
All it takes is one DARING man… Zac Randolph is a 
gambling man. One of seven infamous brothers, he'd 
kicked the Texas dust off his boots and found his 
new home in the Little Corner of Heaven Saloon in 
San Francisco's notorious Barbary Coast. Running a 
saloon is exactly the kind of work he's best suited for, 
and he's happiest keeping the rough men who fre-
quent his halls in line. Until a figure from his past 
comes calling and his whole world is flipped upside-
down. Zac has no interest in helping a woman like 
Lily Sterling navigate the streets of San Francisco--
despite what he once promised her. But no matter 
how he tries, Zac can't shake the determined do-
gooder. When the chips are down, this daring gam-
bler is left with no choice but to trust his instincts and 
go all-in to save the day, the girl...and maybe even 
himself. (previously published as Lily) 

THE DUKE HEIST BK#1 $15.95  
ERICA RIDLEY (RELEASED 9TH FEB) 
Wild Wynchesters series. A woman looking to re-
cover a stolen painting accidentally kidnaps a duke 
instead … Chloe Wynchester is completely forgetta-
ble--a curse that gives her the ability to blend into any 
crowd. When the only father she's ever known makes 
a dying wish for his adopted family of orphans to re-
cover a missing painting, she's the first one her sib-
lings turn to for stealing it back. No one expects that 
in doing so, she'll also abduct a handsome duke. 
Lawrence Gosling, the Duke of Faircliffe, is tortured 

by his father's mistakes. To repair his estate's ruined 
reputation, he must wed a highborn heiress. Yet 
when he finds himself in a carriage being driven hell-
for-leather down the cobblestone streets of London 
by a beautiful woman who refuses to heed his com-
mands, he fears his heart is hers. But how can he 
sacrifice his family's legacy to follow true love? 

THE EARL OF CHRISTMAS PAST BK#5 $17.95  
NOVELLA  
KERRIGAN BYRNE (120 PAGES)  
Goode Girls Romance series. Bk#1 Seducing a 
Stanger. There's no room at the Inn… Sprightly Vic-
torian spinster, Vanessa Latimer, is stranded for the 
holidays in the Scottish Highlands by a relentless 
winter blizzard. She takes refuge at a centuries-old 
inn where the only available room is haunted by the 
ghost of a warrior who fell at Culloden Moor. One 
who refuses to give up his side of the bed. Johnathan 
de Lohr awakens to find a siren bathing in the cham-
ber of sorrows that keeps his restless spirit impris-
oned. Though he's the ghost, John knows that the 
captivating woman will be the one to haunt him. Un-
less they can figure out a way to set his tormented 
soul free. lease note: Also connected to The Victorian 
Rebels series. 

THE HEIRESS GETS A DUKE BK#1 $14.95  
HARPER ST GEORGE 
Gilded Age Heiresses series. Even a fortune forged 
in railroads and steel can't buy entrance into the up-
per echelons of Victorian high society--for that you 
need a marriage of convenience. American heiress 
August Crenshaw has aspirations. But unlike her 
peers, it isn't some stuffy British Lord she wants 
wrapped around her finger--it's Crenshaw Iron 
Works, the family business. When it's clear that Au-
gust's outrageously progressive ways render her 
unsuitable for a respectable match, her parents offer 
up her younger sister to the highest entitled bidder 
instead. This simply will not do. August refuses to 
leave her sister to the mercy of a loveless marriage. 
Evan Sterling, the Duke of Rothschild, has no inten-
tion of walking away from the marriage. He's recently 
inherited the title only to find his coffers empty, and 
with countless lives depending on him, he can't walk 
away from the fortune a Crenshaw heiress would 
bring him. But after meeting her fiery sister, he realiz-
es Violet isn't the heiress he wants. He wants Au-
gust, and he always gets what he wants. But August 
won't go peacefully to her fate. She decides to show 
Rothschild that she's no typical London wallflower. 
Little does she realize that every stunt she pulls to 
make him call off the wedding only makes him like 
her even more.  

HIGHLAND DEFENDER BK#2 $15.95  
KATHRYN LEVEQUE  
Scots and Swords series. Bk#1 Highland Gladiator. 
Gladiator meets Fight Club in the Scottish Highlands 
in a new series from bestselling author Kathryn Le 
Veque. Ashamed of a choice that cost good men 
their lives during battle, Bane Morgan escapes to 
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Edinburgh to forget his past. But the more time he 
spends away from his Highland home, the more he's 
filled with regret and despair. Lucia Symington 
knows something about despair. Forced to work off 
a family debt for a clan with little moral compass and 
a particular hatred for her, Lucia loses herself a little 
more each day. When a chance meeting with Bane 
gives them both a glimpse of what their future to-
gether could be, Bane turns to the Ludus Caledonia 
to find the warrior still within him. The Highland De-
fender has returned...but his quest to free his lady 
could cost him everything.. 

HIGHLAND TREASURE BK#9 $14.95  
LYNSAY SANDS  
Highland Brides series. Bk#1 An English Bride in 
Scotland. A Buchanan brother finds a love to treas-
ure … After escaping from the English soldiers who 
attacked her home and imprisoned her in a dun-
geon, Lady Elysande de Valance is grateful for the 
rugged Scots who are escorting her to safety in the 
Highlands. Even with danger dogging their every 
step, she hadn't expected to welcome the strong 
comforting embrace of their leader, Rory Buchanan. 
They say he's a healer, but she finds the heat of his 
touch does so much more… Let his brothers get 
married--Rory is too busy tending to the sick to be 
bothered with wooing a bride. But when he is tasked 
with accompanying a family friend's "treasure" to the 
Highlands, he is surprised to learn the treasure is a 
beautiful woman on the run--and even more sur-
prised to discover bruises hidden by her veil. Rory 
makes it his mission to tend to her injuries and pro-
tect her, but the thought of losing her makes him 
realize that perhaps it is his heart that is most in 
need of healing... 

THE HIGHLANDER WHO STOLE CHRISTMAS $16.95  
TRADE P/BACK NOVELLA  
ELIZA KNIGHT (80 PAGES)  
For eight months, Thane Shaw has patiently waited 
to enact his revenge against the Campbells, and 
finally he can't resist the opportunity that's presented 
itself: stealing their most precious treasure for his 
own—Lady Sarah.  

THIS GETS OUR VOTE FOR BOOK TITLE OF 
THE MONTH ……  

HIT ME WITH YOUR BEST SCOT BK#3 $14.95  
SUZANNE ENOCH  
Wild Wicked Highlanders series. Bk#1 It’s Getting 
Scot in Here. The MacTaggert brothers have one 
task … Find English brides or lose their land! Coll 
MacTaggert, Viscount Glendarril, is a big, brawny 
Highlander who doesn't like being told what to do--
not even by his exasperated English mother who is 
determined to see her eldest son wedded and bed-
ded. However, when he comes to the rescue of an 
irresistibly beautiful woman, Coll discovers that he 
may have found his perfect match … The challenge 
isn't that Persephone Jones is famous, wealthy, 
independent, and smarter than anyone he knows. 

The problem is that she isn't interested in marrying 
any man--especially not a hot-headed Scot--even if 
he is the only man who seems to understand who 
she really is even when she's not sure herself. When 
Coll learns that Persephone is actually a lady-in-
hiding and someone is willing to kill her for what she 
stands to inherit...Well, Coll has never been one to 
turn down a fight. When hearts are involved, nothing 
comes between a Highlander and his lady.  

A MATCH FOR THE REBELLIOUS EARL BK#2 $13.95 
LARA TEMPLE  
Return of the Rogues series. Bk#1 The Return of 
the Disappearing Duke. Now he's back in society's 
ballrooms! Whispers of Captain Kit Carrington--now 
Lord Westford--have long scandalized the ton...so 
his arrival at the season's most anticipated 
ball sends society's gossips into a frenzy! 
Miss Genevieve Maitland needs his help to 
find an eligible match for her sister but as-
sumes he'll be reluctant to help the family 
that rejected him. Yet after one spine-
tingling waltz with Kit, sensible Genny finds 
he's not her opponent...but a very tempting 
ally! 

A MURDEROUS RELATION BK#5 $24.95  
TRADE P/BACK 
DEANNA RAYBOURN  
Veronica Speedwell mystery. Bk#1 A Curious Be-
ginning. A royal scandal's connection to a brutal 
serial killer threatens London … Autumn 1888. Ve-
ronica Speedwell and her colleague Stoker are 
asked by Lady Wellingtonia Beauclerk to stop a po-
tential scandal so explosive it threatens to rock the 
monarchy. Prince Albert Victor is a regular visitor to 
the most exclusive private club in London, and the 
proprietress, Madame Aurore, has received an ex-
pensive gift that can be traced back to the prince. 
Lady Wellie would like Veronica and Stoker to re-
trieve it from the club before scandal can break. 
Worse yet, London is being terrorized by what would 
become the most notorious and elusive serial killer 
in history, Jack the Ripper--and Lady Wellie sus-
pects the prince may be responsible. Veronica and 
Stoker reluctantly agree to go undercover at Mad-
ame Auroreʼs high-class brothel, where a body soon 
turns up. Secrets are swirling around Veronica and 
the royal family--and it is up to Veronica and Stoker 
to find the truth, before it is too late for all of them. 
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MY HIGHLAND WARRIOR BK#1 $23.95  
TRADE P/BACK  
MIRIAM MINGER (246 PAGES)  
Warriors of the Highlands series. Fearsome Scots 
laird Gabriel MacLachlan must take a bride, but not 
just any bride. Magdalene, his liege lord's younger 
sister is known to be as bonny as any Highland lass 
but as mad as a loon. Mad Maggie, they call her-and 
Gabriel has no choice. Not if he wants to put food in 
his clansmen's bellies, clothes on their backs, and 
repair the crumbling castle he calls home. A fat dow-
ry in exchange for a madwoman, whose life will be in 
danger from the MacLachlan family curse the instant 
she becomes his wife. 

PATIENCE BK#6 $14.95 REISSUE  
LORI COPELAND  
Brides of the West series. Bk#1 Faith. Wanted: 
Women with religious upbringing, high morals, and a 
strong sense of adventure, willing to marry decent, 
God-fearing men. Applicants may apply by mail. 
Must allow at least two months for an answer. Pa-
tience Smith only intends to wear Lenore's wedding 
dress for a few minutes, but when a kidnapper 
snatches Patience in a case of mistaken identity, her 
life takes an unexpected turn. Lost in the mountains 
of Colorado, Patience manages to escape her captor 
only to stumble onto an abandoned mining dugout 
and a ragged orphan boy. Denver City sheriff Jay 
Longer has been on Patience's trail since the mo-
ment she was taken. And he has no desire to force 
the hot-tempered young woman to return with him. 
Still, he can't just abandon her, not when her foolish 
plans to reopen this mine and find gold are exposing 
her to danger. If Patience's dreams of striking it rich 
come true, it will mean a whole new future for her 
and her mail-order bride friends. But neither Patience 
nor Jay knows just how far someone will go to keep 
them from finding the treasure inside the mine. 

THE RAKEHELL OF ROTH BK#2 $14.95  
AMALIE HOWARD  
Everleigh Sisters series. Bk#1 The Beast of Bes-
wick. As owner of the most scandalous club in Lon-
don, the last thing the notorious Marquess of Roth 
wants is a wife. Keeping up his false reputation as a 
rake brings in the clients with the deepest pockets--
money he needs to fund a noble cause. Even though 
everything inside tells him not to leave his beautiful, 
innocent wife behind at his country estate...he must. 
But three years later, tired of her scoundrel of a hus-
band headlining the gossip rags, Lady Isobel Vance 
decides enough is enough. She is no longer a fragile 
kitten, but as the anonymous author of a women's 
sexual advice column, she's now a roaring ti-
gress...and she can use her claws. Isobel decides to 
go to him in London, channelling her powers of se-
duction to make him beg to take her back. But she 
didn't expect her marauding marquess to be equally 
hard to resist. Now the game is on to see who will 

give in to the other first, with both sides determined 
like hell to win. 

RAKES AND ROSES BK#3 $23.95 TRADE P/BACK  
JOSI S. KILPACK 
Mayfield family series. Bk#1 Promises and Prim-
roses. Lady Sabrina endured an abusive marriage, a 
miscarriage, and early widowhood to emerge as a 
smart, successful, confident woman who found a 
way to make her mark in a man's world. She has 
friends and purpose, but cannot hide from the empti-
ness she feels when the parties are over and the 
friends have gone home to families she will never 
have. Harry Stillman may be charming and hand-
some, but he's a gambler and a rake who has made 
a mockery of his privileges. He turns to the mysteri-
ous Lord Damion for financial relief from his debts, 
but still ends up beaten nearly senseless by thugs 
and left in an ally. When Lady Sabrina comes upon 
Harry after the attack, she remembers the kindness 
Harry once showed to her six years ago and brings 
him to her estate to heal. Though their relationship 
begins on rocky footing, it soon mellows into friend-
ship, then trust. But Lady Sabrina needs to keep 
Harry at a distance, even if he is becoming the kind 
of man worthy of her heart. After all, she is keeping a 
secret that, if exposed, could destroy everything 
she's so carefully built. 

RAVISH ME WITH RUBIES BK#3 $15.95  
JANE FEATHER  
London Jewels trilogy. Bk#1 Tempt Me with Dia-
monds. A sizzling battle of wits between a politician 
and the woman he once jilted, this glittering tale 
showcases Jane Feather at her most enthralling. 
From the spark of revenge… Petra Rutherford is 
certain she isn't the first dreamy-eyed girl that devil-
ishly handsome Baron Granville of Ashton has loved 
and left behind. But when her brother's political ambi-
tions place her before him once more, she's deter-
mined to give Guy Granville his own taste of torment. 
What better way to best a scoundrel than by luring 
his interest--before bringing things to an abrupt, em-
barrassing end? The only flaw in her gem of a plan is 
her still powerful attraction to the dazzling nemesis 
… To a love more precious than rubies … Guy Gran-
ville is disarmed by Petra's bold pursuit of him, so 
much so that he forgets he never intended to fall in 
love--much less entertain thoughts of marriage. Now, 
if only the fiery Petra would stop sparring with him 
long enough to surrender to him completely--and 
allow him to convince her that his riches, his rubies, 
and his heart belong with her. 

RESISTING HER ENEMY LORD $12.95  
HELEN DICKSON 
A tumultuous journey … A tale of war, betrayal and 
passion...Despite her unhappy marriage, Catherine 
Stratton had defended her husband's castle for six 
years while he was at war. Now widowed, she must 
travel with John, her late husband's cousin, who'd 
fought on the opposing side. Facing danger at every 
turn, she's stunned by the heat burning between 



them. Is this just lust, which will pass...or is this ene-
my lord a man she can trust with her life and her 
future? 

RUTH BK#5 $14.95 REISSUE  
LORI COPELAND 
Brides of the West series. Bk#1 Faith. Wanted: 
Women with religious upbringing, high morals, and a 
strong sense of adventure, willing to marry decent, 
God-fearing men. Applicants may apply by mail. 
Must allow at least two months for an answer. 
Spunky, young Ruth Priggish is on the run from a 
seventy-year-old suitor. Faced with the prospect of 
marriage to the persistent old codger, Ruth throws 
caution to the wind and decides to head for Wyoming 
Territory, where freedom and independence await. 
Her only hope is to seek help from an unwilling pro-
tector: Dylan McCall. U.S. Marshal Dylan McCall is 
trying desperately to get to Wyoming before winter 
sets in. But when he finds himself saddled with a 
stubborn spitfire who won't take no for an answer, 
his job--and his heart--are at stake. 

THE SECRETS OF COLCHESTER HALL $14.95  
NOVELLA  
SOPHIE BARNES (148 PAGES)  
As one of six possible candidates vying for Viscount 
Sterling's hand, Lady Angelica has been invited to 
stay at his grand manor for a week-long house party. 
But an unpleasant feeling lurks within Colchester 
Hall. It's almost as if someone's watching Angelica 
just beyond the edge of her vision. And while she 
tries to explain the chill creeping up behind her as 
merely a draft, she can't shake the feeling that some-
thing disturbing might be at play. When Sterling de-
cides she's the woman he wants, can Angelica ac-
cept her new home and the sinister secrets she fears 
it might hold, or will she give up on true love because 
of what could prove to be nothing more than her own 
imagination? NOTE: This novella was previously 
included in the anthology, Wicked Liaisons 

THE SPINSTER AND THE RAKE BK#1 $14.95  
EVA DEVON  
Never a Wallflower series. The marriage game is 
afoot in this clever blend of My Fair Lady meets 
Pride and Prejudice with a twist! Edward Stanhope, 
the icy Duke of Thornfield, likes his life in a certain 
order. Give him a strong drink, a good book, and his 
dog for company, and he's content. But when he 
goes to his library and finds a woman sitting in his 
chair, petting his dog, what starts as a request for 
her to leave quickly turns to a fiery battle of wits, 
leading to a steamy kiss that could ruin them both if 
they were caught. So of course, damn it all, that's 
when Edward's aunt walks in, and thereafter an-
nounces Miss Georgiana Bly is the future Duchess of 
Thornfield. Georgiana was content to be a spinster, 
spending her days reading and working to keep her 
family out of debt. But now her days are spent locked 
away with a growly duke, learning how to be the per-
fect duchess, and her nights spent fighting the unde-
niable attraction to a man who was never meant for 

her. As their wedding day approaches, the attraction 
between them burns hot and fierce, but is it enough 
to melt the duke's chilly facade? 

THE VANISHING AT LOXBY MANOR $24.95  
TRADE P/BACK 
ABIGAIL WILSON  
Her friend is missing …. After five years abroad, 
Charity Halliwell finally returns to Loxby Manor, the 
home of dear friends--and her lost love. No longer a 
young girl, she is now haunted by a painful secret 
and the demise of her dreams. Instead of the healing 
and happiness she hopes to find, she encounters a 
darkness lurking in the shadows of the once-familiar 
house. When her friend, Seline, disappears the very 
night of her arrival, Charity is determined to uncover 
the truth. Her only hope is the man who broke her 
heart. Branded a coward, Piers Cavanaugh has lived 
the last five years as an outcast far from his family 
home. When his sister presumably elopes with a 
stable hand, Piers joins forces with an unlikely part-
ner--the one woman he thought he'd never see 
again. Together they launch an investigation that 
leads to strange nightly meetings in the ruins of an 
old abbey and disturbing whispers of a secret organi-
zation. The more they learn, the more desperate the 
situation becomes. The house seems determined to 
keep its secrets. As they struggle to piece together 
the clues, Charity and Piers also endeavor to rebuild 
their friendship. One cryptic letter changed every-
thing between them. To find happiness they will have 
to overcome the grief and shame keeping them 
apart. But first they must discover why Seline van-
ished and confront the growing fear that she may 
never return. Settle in, because once you start The 
Vanishing at Loxby Manor, you won't be able to put it 
down. 

THE VIRGIN WHO VINDICATED LORD DARLINGTON 
BK#2 $24.95 TRADE P/BACK  
ANNA BRADLEY  
Swooning Virgins Society series. Bk#1 The Virgin 
Who Ruined Lord Gray. As the women of the Clifford 
Charity School for Wayward Girls fearlessly bring 
corrupt aristocrats to justice, they put their lives--and 
their hearts--on the line . . . Going undercover as a 
governess is a first for Cecilia Gilchrist. But once 
she's installed in Darlington Castle, discovering 
whether the mysterious marquess murdered his wife 
proves more daunting than she imagined. Dashing 
widower Gideon Rhys, Marquess of Darlington, is 
clearly harboring secrets--but is it possible a cold-
blooded killer lurks behind his devastating gaze? 
Trailing his every move only brings her closer to him. 
But if her heart misleads her, she could pay with her 
life . . . He never should have let her into his world, 
but now that Cecilia has infiltrated his home, his 
senses, and his heart, Gideon will do anything to 
keep her safe from the darkness that has robbed him 
of everything. Yet keeping her close only makes it 
more challenging. For the more Gideon falls for Ce-
cilia, the greater the danger to her . . . 
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HISTORICAL 

THE VISCOUNT’S UNCONVENTIONAL LADY BK#1 
$13.95 
VIRGINIA HEATH  
Talk of the Beau Monde series. The notorious vis-
count …. And the most gossiped-about lady...After 
years as a diplomat in the Napoleonic Wars, Lord 
Eastwood is reluctant to return to London society. His 
scandalous divorce has made him infamous, not to 
mention cantankerous! To halt the rumor mill, he 
should marry a quiet noblewoman--instead it's bold, 
vibrant artist Faith Brookes who's caught his atten-
tion. They are the least suitable match, so why is he 
like a moth to a flame? 

THE WORST DUKE IN THE WORLD BK#5 $14.95  
LISA BERNE  
Penhallow Dynasty series. Bk#1 You May Kiss the 
Bride. Life's no bowl of cherries for Anthony Farr, the 
Duke of Radcliffe. Duty demands he remarry to pro-
vide a spare to go along with the heir -- and eligible 
ladies keep trying to finagle him into a proposal. All 
he wants is to be a good father to his 8-year-old son, 
see the Duchess (his truly terrific pig) win first prize 
at the harvest fête, and stay single. Even if that 
makes him a Bad Duke. Maybe the Worst Duke in 
the World. Then Miss Jane Kent, a long-lost relation 
of the illustrious Penhallow family, arrives in the 
neighborhood and is promptly befriended by the 
Duke's son. Jane, Anthony comes to realize, is smart 
and fun and also very kissable and dazzlingly desira-
ble. Still, that's not enough to melt his resistance to 
marrying again. He made a stern promise to himself 
and promises must, of course, be kept. But what if 
that's just his head talking, and his heart . . . is saying 
something entirely different?  

COMING IN MARCH: 

Captain for Caroline Gray—Julie Wright 

Devil in Her Bed—Kerrigan Byrne 

The Heiress Hunt—Joanna Shupe 

A Rogue to Remember—Emily Sullivan 

The Unexpected Earl—Anna Harrington 

Waiting for a Scot Like You—Eva Leigh 

The Bluestocking Duchess—Julia Justiss 

A Scot’s Oath—Heather Grothaus 

The Earl’s Reluctant Proposal—Louise Allen 

 

 

 

 

CONTEMPORARY 

THE BACHELOR COWBOY BK#6 $14.95  
JESSICA CLARE  
Wyoming Cowboy series. Bk#1 All I Want for 
Christmas is a Cowboy. Jack Watson doesn't want 
anything to do with the dating scene in Painted Bar-
rel, Wyoming, but when his sister-in-law guilts him 
into joining a bachelor auction, Jack can't say no to a 
charity event. He's not totally heartless. And if all the 
winner wants is an extra ranch hand for a few days, 
he can do that. Of course, Jack changes his mind as 
soon as he meets the winner, shy Layla. As the local 
accountant, Layla isn't used to being noticed by men. 
She's sure not the type to bid on a bachelor. But 
when she tells her mom she's bidding on someone 
she has a crush on--and her mom shows up to check
--she has no choice but to offer for the gruff cowboy. 
It's for a good cause after all… Neither one of them 
thought the auction would be a success. But Layla 
finds it hard to keep her hands off the cowboy, and 
Jack falls for her sweet smile and wild sense of hu-
mor. True love should run smoothly, right? Except 
Layla's got a secret, and Jack's right in the line of 
fire. Does she risk everything for her Valentine cowb 

THE CHRISTMAS CLOCK AND A SONG FOR MY  
MOTHER $22.95 2IN1 TRADE P/BACK REISSUE  
KAT MARTIN (258 PAGES)  
The Christmas Clock: Teddy Winters was eight 
years old that Christmas, too young to understand all 
the undercurrents swirling around him in the tiny 
Michigan town of Dreyerville. He wasn't able to value 
that Christmas for the miracle it truly was. Teddy only 
knew he wanted to buy the beautiful Victorian clock 
in the window of Tremont Antiques as a gift for his 
grandmother, Lottie Sparks, a woman desperate to 
find him a home before her rapidly progressing Alz-
heimer's left him an orphan. Everything changes for 
Teddy that year when he meets Sylvia Winters and 
Joe Dixon. A Song for My Mother: Ten years after 
running away and eloping with her high school boy-
friend, Marly Hanson returns to her hometown at the 
request of her daughter, Katie, who has recently 
been treated for brain cancer. Living next door to 
Marly's mother, Winnie, is handsome sheriff and wid-
ower Reed Bennett, and his son, Ham. Ham and 
Katie become fast friends, while their parents find 
their attraction to one another going deeper than 
mere friendship. But Marly's time in Dreyerville is 
limited and risking her heart isn't something she's 
willing to do. Will they all get the happy ending they 
deserve? 

DANCE AWAY WITH ME $14.95  
SMALL P/BACK RELEASE 
SUSAN ELIZABETH PHILLIPS  
Run, run, as fast as you can! When life throws her 
one setback too many, midwife and young widow 
Tess Hartsong takes off for Runaway Mountain. In 
this small town high in the Tennessee mountains, 
surrounded by nature, she hopes to outrun her heart-
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break and find the solace she needs to heal. But in-
stead of peace and quiet, she encounters an enigmat-
ic artist with a craving for solitude, a fairy-tale sprite 
with too many secrets, a helpless infant, a passel of 
curious teens, and a town suspicious of outsiders, 
especially one as headstrong as Tess. Just as head-
strong is Ian North, a difficult, gifted man with a tor-
tured soul--a man who makes Tess question every-
thing. In running away to this new life, Tess wonders--
Has she lost herself . . . or has she found her future? 

THE FAT CHICK’S CLUB BK#1 $21.95 TRADE P/BACK 
CATHERINE RULL (258 PAGES)  
Fat Chick’s Club series. You're only a success at a 
high school reunion if you achieve something no one 
thought you could …  For chubby, straight-A student 
ISABELLA HARPER, that means a boyfriend and a 
killer body. Rejected and laughed at in high school by 
her ultimate crush for being a member of 'The Fat 
Chicks' Club', the new and improved Isabella has re-
cently returned to Brisbane, Australia after working in 
London for five years. She's determined to attend her 
ten-year class reunion now that she's a successful 
lawyer, fifteen kilos lighter, and engaged to a super-
hot British investment banker. After all, the best re-
venge is living well. But within a few weeks of coming 
home, Isabella's perfect life starts to crumble. With the 
reluctant help of her childhood friend, Byron McAllis-
ter, she sets her sights on a new date for the reunion-
his brother, Keats.Will she have her perfect life back 
in time for the reunion? Or will living in the past cost 
her happiness in the future? 

FLIRTING WITH FOREVER BK#3 $16.95 
CARA BASTONE  
Forever Yours series. Bk#1 Just a Heartbeat Away. 
Sometimes you get a second chance at a first impres-
sion …  Mary Trace is bright, bubbly and back in the 
dating pool in her midthirties. All of her closest friends 
are in love, and she refuses to miss out on romance. 
So when a regular customer at her trendy Brooklyn 
boutique wants to set Mary up on a blind date with her 
son, she gives a hesitant yes. John Modesto-Whitford 
is gorgeous and well-groomed, so maybe dinner won't 
be a total bust--until he drops a less-than-flattering 
comment about Mary's age. Desperate to be nothing 
like his snake of a politician father, public defender 
John Modesto-Whitford prides himself on his honesty 
and candor. But his social awkwardness and lack of 
filter just blew it with the most beautiful woman he's 
ever dated. Luckily, Mom's machinations keep Mary 
and John running into each other all summer long, 
and soon they resort to fake dating to get her to back 
off. When their pretense turns to real friendship--and 
some surprisingly hot chemistry--can these two stub-
born individuals see past their rocky start to a rock-
solid future together? 

FOREVER MACGREGOR $16.95 2IN1 REISSUE  
NORA ROBERTS  
MacGregors series. For Now, Forever (Bk#5): Self-
made millionaire Daniel MacGregor is used to getting 
what he wants. Whether business or pleasure, Daniel 

MacGregor can charm his way through it all. So when 
he meets the fiercely independent Anna Whitfield, 
he's surprised when she coolly dismisses him. Study-
ing to be a surgeon, Anna has no patience for Daniel's 
foolish opinions, and she won't be distracted by his 
flattery. But Daniel is not about to let the love of his life 
slip through his fingers. He's determined to win her 
over...and that just might end up costing him every-
thing. The Winning Hand (Bk#9): Darcy Wallace has 
less than ten dollars in her pocket when her car 
breaks down just outside of Las Vegas. Dazzled by 
the lights and desperate to take a chance, she spends 
the last of her money at a hotel casino and wins the 
jackpot. When casino manager Robert MacGregor 
Blade sees how innocent and nervous Darcy is, all he 
wants to do is protect her. But there's something allur-
ing about the young stranger, and it's messing with 
Mac's good intentions. Winning Darcy over will be a 
gamble, but it could be the most rewarding one of 
Mac's life. 

FOREVER MY COWBOY BK#2 $15.95  
JUNE FAVER  
Garrett Family Saga, Bk#1 The Best Cowboy Christ-
mas Ever. The Garrett family have been ranchers for 
generations and are committed not only to the land, 
but the love, respect and joy of family and children. 
Cade Garrett's ordered life is upended when he gets 
the news that his sister and her husband have been 
killed in a plane crash. He's ready to step in and take 
care of their two young children, but he's thrown for a 
loop when the children's aunt is named guardian in 
the will and plans to take the children back to her 
home in Dallas. Sparks fly when he meets Jennifer 
LaChance, but Cade and Jenn must band together for 
the well-being of the children--and to determine who 
and what is behind the suspicious accident that took 
the lives of their parents. 

FRIENDS LIKE US BK#2 $23.95 TRADE P/BACK  
SARAH MACKENZIE  
Cranberry Cove series. Bk#1 Forever Friends. Two 
best friends discover second chances only happen 
once in a lifetime. After a cancer scare turns out to be 
a false alarm, Bree Robinson decides it's time to swim 
outside her comfort zone. Together with her best 
friend, Jill, she forms an anti-bucket list -- starting with 
a steamy fling. Only it turns out that her one-night 
stand is also the handsome architect renovating her 
house -- and the chemistry between them is off the 
walls. Ever since a motorcycle accident took her hus-
band's life, Jill Kelly has been living on autopilot. Even 
when she learns the fairy tale Maine cottage they 
once dreamed of owning is up for sale, she isn't sure 
she's ready to let go -- or open her heart to the idea of 
starting over. Bree may be diving headfirst into her 
new lease on life, but Jill is doing all she can just to 
stay afloat. And when Bree discovers Jill has been 
hiding a devastating secret all these years, the waters 
muddy even more. Can Bree and Jill find strength in 
themselves and each other to embrace the second 
chances they've been given? 
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A GOOD OLD FASHIONED COWBOY $16.95 
MAISEY YATES, CAITLIN CREWS, NICOLE HELM, 
JACKIE ASHENDEN  
When they were girls, best friends Hope, Charity, Pru 
and Kit made a pact. If, at thirty, they weren't happy 
with their lives, they would return home to Jasper 
Creek, Oregon. And when Hope's wedding implodes, 
they decide it's time. While Hope is uncertain she'll 
find her way back to the man she left behind, Kit finds 
herself kissing the man of her high school fantasies, 
good girl Charity decides to have some fun with a 
bad boy and Pru develops feelings for the one man 
she shouldn't touch--her brother's best friend. All they 
wanted was to make their small-town childhood 
dreams a reality. But along the way, these four wom-
en also have to contend with their very own good old-
fashioned cowboys... 

HAPPILY THIS CHRISTMAS BK#6 $24.95  
TRADE P/BACK  
SUSAN MALLERY  
Happily Inc series. Bk#1 You Say It First. There's no 
place like Happily Inc for the holidays … Wynn 
Beauchene has a thriving business, a great kid and a 
mildly embarrassing crush on the guy next door--
local cop Garrick McCabe. She's a strong, independ-
ent woman who can't help dreaming what-if about a 
man she barely knows. Until he needs her help … 
Garrick's pregnant daughter will be home for Christ-
mas, and his house needs a woman's touch. Garrick 
and his little girl were tight once and he's hoping a 
small-town Christmas will bring her back to him. But 
thawing his daughter's frosty attitude will take more 
than a few twinkle lights. Maybe sharing the holiday 
with Wynn and her son will remind her of the joy of 
family. As the season works its magic on these 
wounded souls, Wynn realizes it's time to stop pun-
ishing herself for a painful secret, while Garrick re-
mains haunted by the ghosts of past mistakes. Will 
he allow Wynn to open the only gift she truly wants--
his heart? 

THE HEART OF A TEXAS COWBOY $16.95  
2IN1 REISSUE 
KATIE LANE  
Going Cowboy Crazy: Slate Calhoun is in a quan-
dary. The woman in his truck may look like his long-
time flame Hope Scroggs, yet the way she feels in 
his arms is altogether new. By the time he discovers 
that this equally beautiful woman is her identical twin 
sister, Faith, he's head over spurs in love with her, 
and she's got her own designs on Slate… Make 
Mine a Bad Boy: Colt Lomax never gets attached, 
never looks back. Still, he can't forget the night of 
passion he once shared with the local sweetheart, 
Hope Scroggs, a night he wouldn't mind repeating. 
She tries her darnedest to resist his Texas charm but 
something unexpected is about to tie their fates to-
gether . . . and oh, baby, will it ever! 

HERE FOR YOU BK#2 $20.95 TRADE P/BACK 
PAT SIMMONS  
Family is Forever series. Bk#1 Lean on Me. Rachel 
Knicely has put her own life on hold for six months to 
take care of her great aunt, who has Alzheimer's. 
Putting her aunt first was an easy decision, but ac-
cepting the fact that Aunt Tweet is nearing the end of 
her battle is too difficult. Nicholas Adams has been 
visiting the sick and comforting those in need for 
years, but when he meets Rachel and Aunt Tweet, 
he's surprised to realize that Rachel is the one who 
needs him most. He's falling for her too, but Aunt 
Tweet's worsening condition and devastating news of 
Rachel's own will test his resolve to the breaking 
point. 

THE HOME THEY BUILT BK#3 $12.95  
SHANNON STACEY  
Blackberry Bay series. Bk#1 More Than Neighbors. 
There are no blueprints for this unique renovation …  
Will their secrets stay hidden when the cameras start 
rolling? There's nothing Finn Weaver won't do for his 
incorrigible grandmother, including pose as a live-in 
handyman for the TV reno show Relic Rehab. Host 
Anna Beckett knows good and well the Weaver 
house has never been a functioning inn, but taking 
the project got her to Blackberry Bay...the only place 
she'll ever find answers about her own family. Keep-
ing big secrets in a small town is enough of a chal-
lenge--can Finn and Anna's romance survive the 
truth? 

LET IT BE BK#6 $22.95 TRADE P/BACK  
MARIE FORCE (252 PAGES)  
Butler, Vermont series. Bk#1 Every Little Thing. 
The heart wants what the heart wants… Fresh out of 
college with a psychology degree, Molly Stillman was 
searching for the meaning of life by taking a summer 
volunteer gig building houses. The meaning in Molly's 
life became apparent when her path crossed Lincoln 
Abbott's. With his brand-new Yale MBA in hand, Linc 
was Mississippi bound, ready to spend the summer 
rebuilding houses after a devastating hurricane. He 
had a plan, lots of them, actually. But after meeting 
Molly, he realized plans have a way of showing you 
who's boss. One look from the intelligent beauty 
working by his side on the house project, and Linc 
knew everything had changed. His long-time goal of 
studying at Oxford before joining his family's finance 
business was abandoned in favor of helping to grow 
Molly's charming family business in Vermont. Too 
bad Linc's father had other ideas about how his fu-
ture should unfold, and when forced to make a 
choice, Linc chose Molly. He chose Vermont and the 
Green Mountain Country Store, and he never looked 
back. Until a phone call from the past forces him to 
confront the choices he made decades ago and the 
consequences of saying goodbye, including telling 
his ten grown children why they've never met his 
family-a subject that's always been off-limits until 
now. When Linc decides to go to Philadelphia to 
clear his conscience and see his father one last time, 
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his wife and children insist on going along. Let them 
see what came of this choice you made, his eldest 
son, Hunter, says. s they wander down memory 
lane, Linc and Molly revisit the unforgettable sum-
mer that changed both their lives and look back on 
forty years of happily ever after. 

NO HOLDING BACK BK#1 $16.95  
LORI FOSTER  
McKenzies of Ridge Trail series. Not needing him 
won't stop her from wanting him… Trucker Sterling 
(Star) Parson is no stranger to the challenges a 
woman faces, both in her industry and in life. But 
she can take care of herself. She's never needed--or 
wanted--a man around...until she meets Cade 
McKenzie. The take-charge bar owner sets off all 
kinds of alarm bells for Sterling, but he also sets her 
heart racing. Cade's lived in Ridge Trail long enough 
to know trouble when he sees it, and the moment 
Sterling--Star--walks into his bar, he knows trouble's 
come to call. Secrets run deep in the small town and 
Cade can tell Star's got as many as he does, leaving 
him itching to uncover every last one. But finding 
common ground will mean trusting one another, 
further feeding an intense attraction that's growing 
impossible to resist. 

NOT MY MATCH BK#2 $20.95 TRADE P/BACK 
ILSA MADDEN MILLS  
Game Changers series. Bk#1 Not My Romeo. 
Homeless and heartbreakingly innocent, Giselle 
Riley walks into my penthouse and chaos follows. I 
shouldn't have invited the girl genius to live with me, 
but it's clear she needs my help--not only for a place 
to lay her pretty blonde head but in finding real love, 
which she's not going to get with the crazy men she 
picks up online. Too bad she's a twenty-four-year-
old virgin and I'm a bad boy wide receiver. She's off 
limits for a hardcore player like me--and we're just 
friends. Instead, I'm her matchmaking service, no 
matter how jealous it makes me when I tag along on 
her dates. I can keep my self-control. Right? No way 
will I give in to everything inside me that dreams of a 
girl like her in my world. I may be the best wide re-
ceiver in the country, but how could I hold on to a girl 
like her? 

PARADISE PEAK BK#5 $15.95  
JANET DAILEY  
New Americana series. Bk#1 Sunrise Canyon. 
With a wildfire burning its way toward Paradise 
Peak, Tennessee, folks are drawing together to save 
the small mountain community. Times like these can 
make a hero out of a man--no matter what dark se-
crets he carries in his heart… A desire for absolution 
brought ex-con Travis Alden to Paradise Peak. But 
when he finds honest work, along with a keen sense 
of belonging, he shelves his plan to unburden his 
guilty secret, instead working to rehabilitate a ranch-
-alongside the very people his transgressions hurt 
the most. With the chance to create a haven for wild-
fire refugees, Travis seizes the opportunity to do 
good, to earn the respect his new boss shows him. 

Only Travis doesn't count on his feelings for his 
boss' beautiful niece. Hannah Newsome is a woman 
with a past as bleak as Travis'--the kind of woman 
he should protect, not pursue. But once the rugged 
loner sees her wariness turn to warmth, once he 
tastes the potent passion between them, all he can 
think about is having it all right here in Paradise 
Peak, with Hannah by his side… 

THE PERFECT BLEND $24.95 TRADE P/BACK  
KATHRYN STARKE (248 PAGES)  
A Valentine's themed romance  that celebrates fami-
ly, community, and the power of love. She has no 
time to date. He has no desire to date. Nevertheless, 
one sweet treat blends the perfect match. Minnie 
Logan is the owner of Logan's Coffee Shop, a staple 
in a small New England town. Struggling to maintain 
her grandfather's legacy and rent payments, Minnie 
has less than a month to creatively preserve and 
renew her family business. Robert Vaughan, the 
CFO of a giant coffee conglomerate, arrives in the 
small town in pursuit of a takeover of Logan's Coffee 
Shop. Unbeknownst to Minnie, she falls for the mys-
terious newcomer while she uses the magic of love 
and the miracle of faith to give back to the communi-
ty that has given so much to her. 

REUNITED ON DRAGONFLY LANE BK#7 $15.95  
ANNIE RAINS  
Sweetwater Springs series. Bk#1 Christmas on 
Mistletoe Lane. In this romantic adventure, anything 
is paws-ible when a single shop owner makes a 
connection with her new vet. Boutique owner Sophie 
Daniels certainly isn't looking to adopt a dog the day 
veterinarian Chase Lewis convinces her to take in 
Comet. A rambunctious puppy with a broken leg 
may not be the best choice for a first-time pet owner. 
And house calls from the handsome doctor -- her 
high school sweetheart who's just moved back to 
Sweetwater Springs -- may not be the best choice 
for her heart either. Chase has come home to help 
his nephew but finds that he's forgotten just how 
much he enjoys small-town life. However, sooner or 
later, he's going to have to face the past and his 
unresolved feelings for Sophie. Now that Comet 
needs both their help, Chase is going to let the four-
legged matchmaker work his canine magic. Then 
Chase will prove to Sophie that first love is even 
better the second time around. 

RIGHT MOVE BK#6 $15.95  
AM ARTHUR (M/M ROMANCE)  
Clean Slate Ranch series. Bk#1 Wild Trail. Oppo-
sites attract in this sexy, slow-burn romance … Levi 
Peletier is settled--for now. With his life on the rodeo 
circuit reined in, he's content doing trick riding de-
mos for tourists at Clean Slate Ranch and spending 
his off-hours with three finicky felines. It's a life he's 
grateful for, one that keeps his heart safe. George 
Thompson couldn't be less like the ruggedly sexy 
Levi. A onetime figure skating star, he's hung up his 
skates to live in introverted anonymity in San Fran-
cisco. An effort to shake up his regular routine finds  
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him at Thanksgiving dinner, dude ranch style, and 
he immediately falls in love with the gorgeous view--
the wide-open spaces and big blue sky aren't bad, 
either. The country cowboy and the stay-put city boy 
strike up an unlikely friendship that blossoms into 
something more. But getting attached is a bad idea. 
Because the open road is calling to Levi, and it's a 
call George can't imagine answering. When the past 
catches up to them, this odd couple will have to de-
cide if a future together is worth fighting for. 

THE SEA GLASS COTTAGE BK#1 $16.95  
SMALL P/BACK RELEASE  
RAEANNE THAYNE 
Cape Sanctuary series. An unexpected homecom-
ing brings hope and healing to three generations of 
women...The life Olivia Harper always dreamed of 
isn't so dreamy these days. The sixteen-hour work-
days are unfulfilling, and so are things with her ex-
fiancé, who suddenly wants to take up where they 
left off. Then her estranged mother, Juliet, is seri-
ously injured in a car accident, forcing Liv to pack up 
her life and head home to beautiful Cape Sanctuary 
on the Northern California coast. But as she gets 
closer to home, the painful memories start flooding 
back: Natalie, her vibrant older sister who spiraled 
into addiction. The endless arguments with her 
mother, who enabled her sister at every turn. The 
overdose that took Natalie, leaving her daughter, 
Caitlin, an orphan. As Liv tries to balance her own 
needs with those of her injured mother and resentful 
fifteen-year-old niece, it becomes clear that all three 
Harper women must come clean about the heart-
breaking secrets they've been keeping from each 
other, before it's too late to heal the wounds that will 
make them a family again.  

SONG FOR A COWBOY BK#2 $15.95  
SASHA SUMMERS 
Kings of Country series. Bk#1 Jace. This blast 
from the past has got country star Emmy Lou King 
singing the blues… Emmy Lou King is lead singer 
for the famous band Three Kings, and her whole 
family is legendary in country music. When her fa-
ther lands her the opportunity to sing the American 
Football League anthem and serve on one of the 
AFL's anti-drug charities, Emmy Lou agrees. Com-
bining her fan-base and those of the AFL could do 
some good in the fight against drugs. But can she 
handle working with Brock Watson? She'd barely 
recovered from their breakup--and she's never loved 
anyone else. When a hotshot second string player 
arrives to fill-in until he is cleared to play football, 
Brock Watson feels the pressure. From dealing with 
his father's declining health, keeping the ranch run-
ning, staying in game-ready shape, and his dedica-
tion to the charity that changed his life, there's no 
time for anything else. Emmy Lou included. After six 
years, he'd like to think she couldn't mess with his 
head anymore. But one look, one smile--and he 

knows she's as dangerous as ever. He can't resist 
her, he never could, but this time his heart is off lim-
its. The more time she spends with Brock, the hard-
er it is to keep her distance. But his devotion to his 
family, his fans, and this charity can't erase the way 
he'd used her to secure his success. Maybe, if she 
can guard her heart, she can accept the fiery, no-
strings relationship he's willing to offer. But how can 
she guard something that, right or wrong, already 
belongs to him? 

SPARK BK#6 $27.95 TRADE P/BACK 
CHELLE BLISS  
Men of Inked: Heatwave series. Bk#1 Flame. Nick 
Gallo works hard. He plays harder. And always 
steers clear of drama. Josephine Carmichael was 
born into Hollywood royalty. She is used to being in 
the public eye. She loves the finer things 
in life. But when Josephine's stranded with 
the paparazzi and a crazy ex-boyfriend on 
her heels, Nick's protective instincts kick 
in and he can't walk away. What starts out 
as a simple favor leads them both down a 
road they never imagined. 

STEALING HOME BK#1 $16.95 REISSUE  
SHERRYL WOODS  
Sweet Magnolias series. Maddie Townsend might 
live in a town called Serenity and have the best 
friends a woman could ask for, but her life is over-
turned when her husband leaves her for a younger 
woman. With her three children heartbroken from 
the change, Maddie has a lot to contend with. On 
top of it all, after years outside the workforce, she 
must dust off her business skills to take charge of 
her best friends' newest project--planning the town's 
only fitness spa for women. When her son's devel-
oping anger issues begin to affect his passion for 
baseball, Maddie knows she must step in to help. 
She didn't expect to develop feelings for her son's 
coach, the handsome Cal Maddox, and to learn he 
has feelings for her, too. But gossip travels quickly in 
a small town, and Maddie and Cal's relationship may 
threaten both their reputations and careers. Then 
again, he could be the one man in all of South Caro-
lina who can help her find serenity after all. 

THE STUD NEXT DOOR BK#3 $23.95 TRADE P/BACK 
KENDALL RYAN 
Frisky Business series. Bk#1 The Boyfriend Effect. 
Life threw me a curveball. An adorable eight-pound, 
four-ounce curveball with her mother’s eyes and my 
dark hair. I’d like to think my single-dad game is 
strong, but honestly? I’ve been struggling a little. 
When a beautiful young woman moves in next door 
and offers to give me a hand, I jump at the chance to 
hire her as a nanny. Jessa is amazing with my 
daughter. She’s also patient, kind, and way too pret-
ty. The number one rule of hiring a nanny? Don’t 
bed the nanny. It’s a rule I intend to keep. But as the 
days pass, I begin to realize how much my life is 
missing. Companionship. Romance. Intimacy. When 
I discover my heart has space for one more female, 
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it’s a lost cause, another curveball. The hot-as-hell 
nanny is leaving soon for a mission trip to Central 
America. No sense in letting myself fantasize about 
Jessa being a permanent part of my life. The closer 
we get, the more difficult it becomes to keep my feel-
ings in check, because my heart won’t listen. And 
neither will my libido. Well, you know what they say. 
Rules are meant to be broken . .  

TEMPTING IN TEXAS BK#4 $16.95  
DELORES FOSSEN  
Lone Star Ridge series. Bk#1 Tangled Up in Texas. 
He told himself he could never be what she needs. 
But maybe he's found the only role that really mat-
ters… As a kid, Hayes Dalton took a back seat to his 
sisters' reality show, Little Cowgirls, but to deputy 
Cait Jameson, her childhood crush was always the 
main attraction. Now a Hollywood star in his own 
right, Hayes is back in Lone Star Ridge to attend his 
sisters' weddings and, while their connection is imme-
diate, Cait finds herself struggling to reconcile the boy 
from her past with this new celebrity bad boy. Hayes 
knows he'll return to LA once the "I dos" are over, but 
until then, getting to know Cait again is the best part 
about coming home. Being with her is a salve, espe-
cially after a personal tragedy turned his world upside 
down. Can he convince the small-town cop he's fall-
ing for that he's still the same guy beneath the image-
-and willing to do whatever it takes to see where this 
no-longer-just-a-fling takes them? 

THEN THERE WAS YOU $16.95  
MONA SCHROFF  
The wrong man never felt so right. When helicopter 
medic Daniel Bliant answers an emergency call at 
Phil's Bar, he can't believe who the bartender is: the 
beautiful woman he saw in his ER months before and 
hasn't been able to stop thinking about. He should 
forget her. After all, he knows he's damaged goods. 
But Annika is intelligent, fun and totally stunning--the 
breath of life he desperately needs after the incident 
that left him shattered. Annika Mehta is doing just 
fine. She loves her job as a kindergarten teacher, 
even if the pay is low and she has a side gig working 
at Phil's. At least the bar owners are more like family. 
Sure, she's reeling from a bad breakup and the terri-
ble event that caused it, but she's fine. Really. What 
she doesn't need is Daniel. He's wrong for her in eve-
ry single way--so why is their chemistry off the 
charts? 

TRUSTING A WARRIOR BK#3 $14.95 
MELANIE HANSEN  
Loving a Warrior series. George Monteverdi always 
had one goal, to become a navy SEAL. Now that he's 
both a SEAL and a K-9 handler, saving lives is his 
priority. When tragedy touches his own life, he han-
dles it--with the help of his crew and his dog, Bosch. 
Having those guys by his side means he'll never be 
alone...though any sort of romance feels like a fara-
way dream. Heartbroken after her fiancé falls in love 
with another woman, Lani Abuel seeks comfort in the 
arms of a stranger, only to find herself pregnant and 

alone. She'll do whatever it takes to be a good moth-
er, which means finally facing the trauma in her past. 
The last thing she expected was a warrior with 
wounds all too similar to hers finding his way into her 
heart and loving her child as his own. As their worlds 
entwine, Lani and Geo find the joy and redemption 
they've been seeking. But despite the sanctuary 
they've created, a forever love seems impossible. A K
-9 handler who spends most of his time deployed 
with his SEAL team, staring danger in the eye, is far 
from what Lani--or her baby--needs, and Geo can't 
imagine a future doing anything else. 

THE WAY BACK TO YOU AND RISKY PLEASURES 
$14.95 REISSUE 
LINDA LAEL MILLER, BRENDA JACKSON  
The Way Back to You by Linda Lael Miller: Tony 
Morelli had always pursued the things he wanted with 
single-minded tenacity and authority. It had been a 
very successful strategy in business, and it had been 
almost as successful with Sharon Harrison. From the 
moment they met, he and Sharon had explosive 
chemistry. Tony had been sure they would follow 
their heart-stopping passion into happily-ever-after. 
Until everything fell apart--Sharon wanted more, and 
Tony was no longer sure of their future. But he did 
know he wasn't ready to let Sharon go. Now separat-
ed, Tony still feels a connection with his former lover 
and he's sure she feels it, too. If he could win her 
over once, he will do whatever it takes to get her 
back again. This time, Tony will wage a passionate 
war to keep Sharon for good! FREE BONUS STORY: 
Risky Pleasures by Brenda Jackson: Arrogant 
millionaire Cameron Cody is used to getting what he 
wants--and he wants Vanessa Steele. So when Cam-
eron learns that Vanessa is house-sitting for her sis-
ter in Jamaica, he buys the adjoining property and 
makes her an offer she can't refuse... 

THE WEDDING ON MISTLETOE ISLAND $23.95  
TRADE P/BACK 
SOPHIE PEMBROKE  
Welcome to Mistletoe Island, where dreams can 
come true… The snow is falling and Fliss's friends 
have arrived to celebrate her wedding for a week at 
Holly Cottage. It's the perfect way to kick off her 
brand-new life, isn't it? Except Ruth wishes she was 
anywhere other than a remote Scottish island, Caitlin 
is keeping a secret from her friends, Lara is suddenly 
facing her ex a decade after turning down his pro-
posal and even the bride has something to hide… 
But as the friends prepare for a week to remember, 
will Fliss's dream wedding go off without a hitch, or 
will the secrets they've been hiding change every-
thing? 

 

**Occasionally the first title in a series is 
not shown because the first, and even 
some subsequent books, particularly in a 
long series, are no longer readily availa-
ble.** 
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CONTEMPORARY 

WESTERN STARS $15.95 REISSUE  
NORA ROBERTS  
Song of the West: Philadelphian Samantha Evans 
is content with the life she made for herself after 
competing as an Olympic gymnast. So she has some 
hesitation about giving up the city for the wilds of 
Wyoming ranch country to help out her pregnant twin 
sister. It isn't long before the beautiful mountains and 
natural landscape cast a spell over Sam's spirit, 
tempting her to stay. But even more tempting is Jake 
Tanner, a handsome but infuriating cowboy who 's 
determined to win her heart. The Law is a Lady: 
Friendly, New Mexico is the perfect setting for direc-
tor Phillip Kincaid to film his latest blockbuster. But 
the small town hospitality he expected turns down-
right hostile when he finds himself behind bars for 
speeding--arrested by the sexiest police officer to 
ever slap a pair of handcuffs on him. Now, Phillip 
wants nothing more than to show Sheriff Victoria 
"Tory" Ashton how an outlaw can bring pleasurable 
disorder to her life. 

WRAPPED UP IN CHRISTMAS BK#1 $15.95 REISSUE 
JANICE LYNN 
Wrapped Up in Christmas series. A gift of warmth 
to heal two hearts … Sarah Smith in Pine Hill, Ken-
tucky has had her heart broken in the past. She 
pours herself into her work at church and into special 
projects--like making a quilt for a wounded warrior. 
Bodie Lewis is lost. All he's ever wanted was his ca-
reer as an Army Ranger, but he was injured in an 
explosion that killed his brothers in arms. In the hos-
pital, he receives a handmade quilt. Later, he sets 
out on his final mission: to find and thank its maker. 
Bodie expected Sarah to be an elderly lady, not a 
lovely young woman. When she mistakes him for a 
handyman, he doesn't immediately set her straight. 
Instead, he sets about repairing the home she's turn-
ing into a bed and breakfast. Sarah's presence and 
the spirit of the small town bring Bodie something he 
thought he'd left far behind on the battlefield: hope.  

COMING IN MARCH: 
Dream a Little Dream—Melinda Curtis 

The Keepsake Sisters—Lori Wilde 

The Lemon Sisters—Jill Shalvis 

Make It Sweet—Kristen Callihan 

One Snowy Night—Patience Griffin 

Paws for Love—Mara Wells 

Sandcastle Beach—Jenny Holiday 

Secrets of a Happy Marriage—Maisey Yates 

Somebody to Love—Sharon Sala 

 

MYSTERY & SUSPENSE 

ALONE IN THE WILD BK#5 $25.95  
TRADE P/BACK RELEASE  
KELLEY ARMSTRONG (RELEASED 16TH FEB)  
Rockton series. Bk#1 City of the Lost. The hidden 
town of Rockton is about to face a challenge none of 
them saw coming: a baby … Every season in Rock-
ton seems to bring a new challenge. At least that's 
what Detective Casey Duncan has felt since she 
decided to call this place home. Between all the se-
cretive residents, the sometimes-hostile settlers out-
side, and the surrounding wilderness, there's always 
something to worry about. While on a much needed 
camping vacation with her boyfriend, Sheriff Eric 
Dalton, Casey hears a baby crying in the woods. The 
sound leads them to a tragic scene: a woman buried 
under the snow, murdered, a baby still alive in her 
arms. A town that doesn't let anyone in under the 
age of eighteen, Rockton must take care of its 
youngest resident yet while solving another murder 
and finding out where the baby came from - and 
whether she's better off where she is. 

BEYOND POWER BK#2 $15.95  
CONNIE MANN  
Florida Wildlife Warriors series. Bk#1 Beyond 
Risk. When your heart's involved… If you dare ven-
ture beyond Disney's magic and Miami's high-rises, 
you'll find yourself in Florida's untamed wilderness. A 
bush pilot and officer for the Florida Fish and Wildlife 
Conservation Commission, Josh Tanner is one of the 
tough cops needed to manage these rugged areas. 
And the minute he finds Delilah Atwood deep in the 
woods without a good explanation, he knows some-
thing is very wrong… All the stakes are raised… De-
lilah barely escaped her ultra-fundamental militia 
family years ago. Now she's back to save her sixteen
-year-old sister, and no government man is going to 
stop her. Josh isn't going to stand by and watch Deli-
lah risk her life, but unless he can get her to trust 
him, she may end up being the next victim. 

BLINK OF AN EYE BK#8 $36.95 HARDCOVER  
IRIS JOHANSEN, ROY JOHANSEN 
Kendra Michaels series. Bk#1 Close Your Eyes. 
Kendra Michaels was blind for the first twenty years 
of her life. Then she gained her sight through a revo-
lutionary surgical procedure. Her former disability 
has left her incredibly observant and insightful -- able 
to detect what other investigators may not. So when 
a world-famous pop star is kidnapped mid-show, 
investigator Kendra leads a pulse-pounding race to 
rescue the young woman from a deadly foe. This 
time Kendra gets assistance from recurring character 
Jessie Mercado, a private investigator and army vet-
eran who was the singer's former bodyguard. But as 
the abductor's true purpose becomes clear, Kendra 
and Jessie uncover a plot more terrifying than any-
one could have imagined. They must beat the odds 
stacked against them before lives are lost and the 
predator's grand scheme is executed. 



BLUE SMOKE $16.95 TRADE P/BACK REISSUE 
NORA ROBERTS 
Reena Hale's destiny was shaped in the destructive-
-yet fascinatingly beautiful--fire that leveled her fami-
ly's pizzeria when she was young. Now an arson 
investigator, she finds her strength and wits con-
stantly tested, although sometimes the job seems 
like a snap compared to her love life. But she can't 
always blame the men. After all, a soot-caked wom-
an barking orders and smelling of smoke isn't the 
biggest turn-on in the world. Then she meets Bo 
Goodnight, who seems different. He's been trying to 
find Reena for years, and now that she's close 
enough to touch, he has no intention of letting go. 
Nor does the man who has begun to haunt Reena's 
life--with taunting phone calls and a string of horrify-
ing crimes. And as Reena tries desperately to trace 
the origins--of the calls, the fires, the hatred aimed in 
her direction--she will step into the worst inferno she 
has ever faced... 

COLTON 911: UNLIKELY ALIBI BK#2 $12.95  
LISA CHILDS  
Colton 911: Chicago series. Bk#1 The Secret Net-
work (Marie Ferrarella). She's his partner. She's his 
friend. And now she's his alibi … Heath Colton is on 
the verge of taking his company to the next lev-
el...but when a double homicide shatters his world, 
he doesn't know where to turn. VP 
Kylie Givens's desire to safeguard 
him leaves him with no choice; he 
agrees to go along with a faux ro-
mance. But Heath's feelings for 
Kylie are more real than he's ready 
to admit, and now they're both in a 
killer's crosshairs... 

COLTON’S KILLER PURSUIT BK#2 $12.95  
TARA TAYLOR QUINN  
Coltons of Grave Gulch. Someone framed Ever-
leigh Emerson. And now they'll stop at nothing to kill 
her… Everleigh Emerson just escaped wrongful con-
viction for murder. That doesn't mean she's safe. 
After Clarke Colton witnesses an attempt on her life, 
the PI convinces Everleigh to let him help her--even 
if it means pretending to be her boyfriend. Everleigh 
trusts that Clarke wants to catch the killer who's after 
her. But can she trust the attraction that's growing 
between her and her protector? 

DRIVEN BK#4 $15.95 
REBECCA ZANETTI  
Deep Ops series. Bk#1 Hidden. Two misfit opera-
tives in a secretive Homeland Defense department 
chase down a diabolical serial killer. Unswerving: 
Angus Force is determined to hunt down the serial 
killer he'd once shot dead--or so he thought. But an 
anonymous source reports that Lassiter is alive. 
Force hasn't slept since, knowing it's only a matter of 
time before the Surgeon strikes again. And soon, a 
body is found, bearing Lassiter's same maniacal 
MO. It's just the beginning of a murderous trail blaz-
ing through D.C. and Virginia, right to Force's back-

yard… Unstoppable: Nari Zhang is the shrink for the 
ragtag Deep Ops Unit, though she isn't Force's 
shrink--which is a very good thing. Because once 
they're thrown together on the case, their attraction 
is explosive and irresistible. They'll just have to fight 
that much harder to keep the heat between them 
from flaming out of control. But things are about to 
become far more challenging, and deadly, than they 
could have imagined… Unhinged: Once the killer 
catches a glimpse of Nari, she becomes his new 
obsession. She is now the focus point--for both 
Force and Lassiter--in a dangerous dance for surviv-
al... 

THE FINAL DECEPTION BK#4 $16.95  
SMALL P/BACK RELEASE  
HEATHER GRAHAM  
New York Confidential series. Bk#1 Flawless. How 
do you confront a threat hiding in plain sight? FBI 
agent Craig Frasier and psychologist Kieran Finne-
gan hunt a serial killer with a too-close connection to 
Finnegan's Pub. It was one of Kieran's most chilling 
cases: her assessment of a murderer known as the 
Fireman. There was no doubt that the man needed 
to be locked away. Now Craig Frasier is called to a 
gruesome crime scene that matches the killer's 
methods, and news breaks that the Fireman has 
escaped prison. Amid a citywide manhunt, Kieran 
and Craig need to untangle a web of deceit, privilege 
and greed. When their investigation brings the dan-
ger right to the doorstep of the family pub, Kieran 
and Craig will have to be smarter and bolder than 
ever before, because this time it's personal, and they 
have everything to lose. 

HARD PURSUIT BK#6 $23.95 TRADE P/BACK  
PAMELA CLARE  
Cobra Elite series. Bk#1 Hard Target. When ER 
nurse Kristi Chang met former Army Ranger Malik 
Jones in Antarctica eighteen months ago, they 
agreed to sex with no strings. She had no idea that 
Malik would turn out to be the most fun she'd ever 
had.  Or that she would still be thinking of him more 
than a year later. Now working with an international 
aid organization in Nigeria, Kristi regrets letting him 
go. When gunmen suddenly attack and tear her from 
her medical unit and force her at gunpoint to care for 
their leader, she knows she'll have to use her wits if 
she wants to stay alive. Now he'll do anything to free 
her... Malik hasn't forgotten a single incredible mo-
ment he spent with Kristi. When he gets the news 
that she's been abducted, he is gutted and wants to 
get Cobra's guns into the fight to free her. A veteran 
of more than a few rescues, he knows only too well 
how brutal captivity can be for a woman and wants 
to get her out of there as soon as possible. But the 
State Department decides to let local authorities 
handle the situation and gives Cobra a different as-
signment, leaving Malik no choice but to quit the job 
he loves to go after Kristi himself. But locating her in 
an area bigger than the state of Texas and freeing 
her from a band of ruthless killers by himself isn't 
going to be easy. . 
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MYSTERY & SUSPENSE 

HER EVERY MOVE $24.95 TRADE P/BACK  
KELLY IRVIN  
He's a cop trying to stop a serial bomber. And she'll 
stop at nothing to clear her own name. When a 
deadly bomb goes off during a climate change de-
bate, librarian and event coordinator Jackie Santoro 
becomes the prime suspect. Her motive, according 
to Detective Avery Wick: to avenge the suicide of her 
prominent father, who was accused of crimes by a 
city councilman attending the event. Though Avery 
has doubts about Jackie's guilt, he can't exonerate 
her even after an extremist group takes responsibility 
for the bombing and continues to attack San Anto-
nio's treasured public spaces. As Jackie tries to hold 
her shattered family together, she has no choice but 
to proceed with plans for the Caterina Ball, the li-
brary system's biggest annual fundraiser. But she 
also fears the event provides the perfect opportunity 
for the bomber to strike again. Despite their mistrust, 
Jackie and Avery join forces to unmask the truth--
before the death toll mounts even higher. 

HUNTED IN CONARD COUNTY BK#51 $12.95  
RACHEL LEE  
Conard County: Next Generation series. When 
she goes after a killer … He's by her side, every step 
of the way. Injury has left ex-cop Kerri Addison with 
seizures, diminished self-confidence and a dread of 
relationships. Now she teaches criminal law in a 
town where a cunning rapist is at large. Drawn to 
investigate with Sergeant Stuart Canady, Kerri 
knows there is much to fear. But with fear comes 
grit, an effective weapon against this monster. Fall-
ing for her handsome new partner--now that's anoth-
er danger entirely...and one that might get her killed. 

OBSESSION BK#2 $23.95 TRADE P/BACK  
PATRICIA BRADLEY  
Natchez Park Rangers series. Bk#1 Standoff. 
Natchez Trace Ranger and historian Emma Winters 
hoped never to see Sam Ryker again after she broke 
off her engagement to him. But when shots are fired 
at her at a historical landmark just off the Natchez 
Trace, she's forced to work alongside Sam as the 
Natchez Trace law enforcement district ranger in the 
ensuing investigation. To complicate matters, Emma 
has acquired a delusional secret admirer who is de-
termined to have her as his own. Sam is merely an 
obstruction, one which must be removed. Sam 
knows that he has failed Emma in the past and he 
doesn't intend to let her down again. Especially since 
her life is on the line. As the threads of the investiga-
tion cross and tangle with their own personal history, 
Sam and Emma have a chance to discover the truth, 
not only about the victim but about what went wrong 
in their relationship. Award-winning author Patricia 
Bradley will have the hairs standing up on the back 
of your neck with this nail-biting tale of obsession, 
misunderstanding, and forgiveness. 

OPERATION K-9 BROTHERS BK#1 $13.95  
SANDRA OWENS  
Operation K-9 Brothers series. Navy SEAL Jack 
Daniels (save the jokes, he's heard them all) and his 
trusty Belgian Malinois sidekick, Dakota, are back 
home in Asheville, North Carolina, after a bomb left 
them scarred. Unable to accept that he'll never be 
able to return to his team, Jack is looking for a mira-
cle. What he isn't looking for is a permanent relation-
ship, though he's open to a no-strings distraction at 
the magic hands of gorgeous local potter Nichole 
Masters. Nichole is on a losing streak with men. Her 
ex-boyfriend won't stay gone, a competitor is out to 
ruin her business and even her rescue pup, Rambo, 
is refusing to get in line. A chance run-in with a navy 
SEAL turned canine companion trainer might solve 
the dog problem. The fact Jack is easy on the eyes 
doesn't hurt, either. But when Nichole feels like she's 
being watched, Jack is the only person she can turn 
to. He's a protector and problem solver by nature 
and training. Accepting his protection is one thing--
Nichole didn't count on falling in love. 

PLAYING DIRTY BK#10 $22.95 TRADE P/BACK  
LILIANA HART  
JJ Graves series. Bk#1 Dirty Little Secrets. J.J. 
Graves and her husband, Sheriff Jack Lawson, are 
sworn to protect and serve. But with a secret out in 
the open and the election all but lost, J.J. 
and Jack have to figure out how to work 
together while their marriage is torn 
apart. Because death doesn't stop for 
anyone and hits close to home in this 
latest instalment, when a Bloody Mary 
local is murdered. Bringing justice to the 
dead is what they do—even when they 
don’t like the victim.  

SAY NO MORE BK#2 $14.95 P/BACK RELEASE 
KAREN ROSE  
Sacramento series. Bk#1 Say You’re Sorry. Mercy 
Callahan thought she'd escaped the cult decades 
ago, but its long fingers are reaching out for her 
again … Seventeen years ago. That was the last 
time Mercy Callahan saw Ephraim Burton, the leader 
of the twisted Eden cult where she was raised. But 
even though she escaped the abuse and terror, they 
continue to haunt her. When her brother Gideon 
discovers new evidence of the cult's--and their vic-
tims'--whereabouts, Mercy goes to Sacramento to 
reconnect with him. There, she meets Gideon's clos-
est friend--homicide detective Rafe Sokolov. From 
Rafe, she receives an offer she never knew she 
needed: to track down Ephraim and make him pay 
for everything. But Ephraim, who had thought Mercy 
long dead, discovers she is in fact alive and that she 
is digging around for the cult's secrets. And now he'll 
do anything to take her back to Eden--dead or alive. 
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TO PROTECT HIS OWN $14.95 2IN1 REISSUE  
SHARON SALA, DELORES FOSSEN 
The higher the stakes .... The greater the cost ... Gen-
tle Persuasion by Sharon Sala: Hard-edged Detec-
tive Cole Brownfield was wary the minute Debbie 
Randall walked back into his life. He'd faced stake-
outs and drug busts without fear, yet this woman had 
single-handedly sent him running for cover. But when 
Debbie was caught in the crossfire of his dangerous 
job, his worst fears were realized, and he'd do any-
thing to keep this woman safe... FREE BONUS STO-
RY ... A Threat to His Family by Delores Fossen: 
Deputy Owen Slater is terrified when an intruder 
breaks into his home and he can't find his infant 
daughter. Luckily his ranch manager is keeping her 
safe, leading him to realize Laney Martin is more than 
she seems. For the professional investigator, this 
case is extremely personal, and it leads right to Ow-
en's family. To get to the truth, they'll need to work 
together--and share secrets they buried long ago. 
(Previously published as Gentle Persuasion and A 
Threat to His Family) 

TOO CLOSE TO HOME $13.95 2IN1 REISSUE 
LYNETTE EASON  
Danger in their midst ... Hide and Seek by Lynette 
Eason: Erica James has spent the last three years as 
a skiptracer, hoping one day it will lead to her kid-
napped daughter. Now she has a new suspect--P.I. 
Max Powell's missing sister. Max has found evidence 
that connects the two missing girls. Soon the two are 
drawn together as they search for answers. But the 
kidnapper will stop at nothing to keep them from find-
ing Erica's daughter... Secret Agent Father by  
Laura Scott: Although he's never met the boy who 
arrives on his doorstep, undercover DEA agent Alex 
McCade can't deny that four-year-old Cody is his 
child. Shelby Jacobson tells Alex that Cody is the only 
one who can identify his mother's murderer. So now 
the killer is after them both. With his newfound family 
in danger, Alex will do anything to keep Cody--and 
Shelby--safely by his side.  

TRAILING A KILLER BK#2 $12.95  
CAROL J POST  
K-9 Search and Rescue series. Bk#1 Desert Res-
cue (Lisa Phillips). A killer with an explosive agenda… 
And a K-9 and determined detective on the case. In a 
hurricane's aftermath, Detective Erin Jeffries is 
stunned when she and her search-and-rescue K-9, 
Alcee, uncover a collapsed building's only survivor--
her long-ago ex, Cody Elbourne. And it's quickly clear 
that the disaster was no accident. Now only Cody can 
identify the man who set the explosives that killed his 
grandfather...and Erin must stop the killer dead set on 
silencing him. 

TWISTED SECRETS BK#1 $25.95 TRADE P/BACK 
AMY MCKINLEY 
Deadly Isles Special Ops series. After her messy 
break-up, the last thing grad student Riley Evans ex-
pects is to meet someone new. Throw in a family his-
tory of bad relationships, the likelihood of the past 

repeating itself seems inevitable-especially after her 
ex turns stalker. She's a magnet for disaster. But 
when a man walks into the Coffee Hut and asks her 
on a date, she isn't prepared for the flare of desire. 
The pull of attraction is impossible to deny, and she 
gives love a second chance. Navy SEAL Xander Hale 
lands in a Hawaii military hospital after a mission 
gone wrong. If that wasn't bad enough, his girlfriend 
breaks up with him. Plagued by his current single 
status and suspicions over the mission's bad intel, 
doubts fester about the direction of his life. Until he 
stops for coffee and encounters a barista that steals 
his breath and shifts his priorities from a presumed 
military career path to civilian. When danger closes in 
after a suspicious home invasion, Xander whisks Ri-
ley to the safety of his family's island. On secluded 
shores, he's determined to keep her safe. But dark 
memories are triggered by her past and followed by a 
hidden threat that neither anticipated. 

WICKED GAME BK#1 $16.95 REISSUE 
LISA JACKSON, NANCY BUSH 
Colony series. In the Oregon coastal hamlet of De-
ception Bay stands a mysterious lodge. Some call it 
the Colony; others whisper that it's a cult. To the 
women who live there, it's a refuge. But a killer knows 
their secrets--and will make sure they never feel safe 
again… ONE BY ONE, THEY'LL DIE… Twenty years 
ago, wild child Jessie Brentwood vanished from St. 
Elizabeth's high school. Most in Jessie's tight circle of 
friends believed she simply ran away. Few suspected 
that Jessie was hiding a shocking secret--one that 
brought her into the crosshairs of a vicious killer… 
UNTIL THERE'S NO ONE LEFT… Two decades 
pass before a body is unearthed on school grounds 
and Jessie's old friends reunite to talk. Most are sure 
the body is Jessie's and that the mystery of what hap-
pened to her has finally been solved. But soon, Jes-
sie's friends each begin to die in horrible, freak acci-
dents that defy explanation… BUT HER… Becca 
Sutcliff has been haunted for years by unsettling vi-
sions of Jessie, certain her friend met with a grisly 
end. Now the latest deaths have her rattled. Becca 
can sense that an evil force is shadowing her too, 
waiting for just the right moment to strike. She feels 
like she's going crazy. Is it all a coincidence--or has 
Jessie's killer finally returned to finish what was start-
ed all those years ago? 

COMING IN MARCH:  
A Bad Day for Sunshine—Darynda Jones 
Colton 911 Undercover Heat—Anna J Stewart 
Courage Under Fire—Lindsay McKenna 
From the Shadows—BJ Daniels 
Last Straw—Sharon Sala 
Trusting Taylor—Susan Stoker 
Unknown Threat—Lynn H Blackburn 
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FANTASY & PARANORMAL 

BIG BAD WOLF BK#1 $15.95 
SULEIKHA SNYDER  
Third Shift series. They call him a monster. More 
wolf than man--more dangerous than any predator. 
They have no idea. Joe Peluso has blood on his 
hands. He took out the mobsters responsible for kill-
ing his foster brother, and that one act of vigilante 
justice has earned him countless enemies in New 
York's supernatural-controlled underworld. He knows 
that shifters like him deserve the worst. Darkness. 
Pain. Solitude. But meeting Neha makes him feel 
human for the first time in forever. Lawyer and psy-
chologist Neha Ahluwalia knows Joe is guilty, but 
she's determined to help him craft a solid defense … 
even if she can't defend her own obsession. Just one 
look from the wolf shifter makes her skin burn hot 
and her pulse race. When a payback hit goes wrong, 
Neha's forced to make a choice: help Joe escape or 
leave him to his fate. Before long they're on the run--
from the monsters who want him dead, from their 
own traitorous hearts, and from an attraction that 
threatens to destroy them. 

BREAKING SILENCE BK#10 $15.95 P/BACK RELEASE 
MERCEDES LACKEY, CODY MARTIN  
SERRAted Edge series. FIGHT FOR THE SOUL 
OF SILENCE … When Staci was first shunted off to 
the backwater town of Silence, Maine, to live with her 
alcoholic mother, she thought her life was over. Si-
lence had none of the amenities a typical teen in the 
twenty-first century considered essential: no cell ser-
vice and barely any internet connectivity. But Staci 
soon learned that Silence was more than a town left 
behind by progress. The first family of Silence, the 
Blackthorns, liked the town that way. The Blackthorns 
were dark elves who fed off the misery of the resi-
dents of Silence. But now, all that's changing for the 
better. With the help of Staci and her friends, the 
Blackthorns have been all but defeated. Industry is 
returning to Silence, and Staci's mom is improving 
with each passing day. There's even a cute new bus-
boy at the diner. But evil dies hard. And Staci, now a 
mage-in-training, senses that the Blackthorns have 
not yet given up. The soul of Silence is on the line, 
and it is up to Staci and her friends to fight back 
against the encroaching darkness. 

DIRTY DEEDS $33.95 TRADE P/BACK  
FAITH HUNTER (676 PAGES) 
When the going gets tough, the tough get their hands 
dirty. Join Bestselling authors Faith Hunter, R.J. 
Blain, Diana Pharaoh Francis and Devon Monk on a 
wild romp where the damsels bring the distress and 
what can go wrong will go wrong. Venture into a thrill-
ing spinoff tale from the world of Jane Yellowrock, 
join vacationing gods in what appears to be a quiet, 
ordinary town, visit a supernatural hotel where the 
bedbugs could very well eat you, and dive into the 
zany, deadly world of the Magical Romantic Comedy 
(with a body count) series 

FAITHLESS IN DEATH BK#52 $37.95 HARDCOVER  
JD ROBB  
In Death series. Bk#1 Naked in Death. What looked 
like a lover's quarrel turned fatal has larger--and 
more terrifying--motives behind it… The scene in the 
West Village studio appears to be classic crime-of-
passion: two wineglasses by the bed, music playing, 
and a young sculptor named Ariel Byrd with the back 
of her head bashed in. But when Dallas tracks down 
the wealthy Upper East Side woman who called 911, 
the details don't add up. Gwen Huffman is wealthy, 
elegant, comforted by her handsome fiancé as she 
sheds tears over the trauma of finding the body--but 
why did it take an hour to report it? And why is she 
lying about little things? As Eve and her team look 
into Gwen, her past, and the people around her, they 
find that the lies are about more than murder. As with 
sculpture, they need to chip away at the layers of 
deception to find the shape within--and soon they're 
getting the FBI involved in a case that involves a sin-
ister, fanatical group and a stunning criminal conspir-
acy. 

PILLAGED BK#3 $20.95 TRADE P/BACK  
TANA STONE (238 PAGES)  
Raider Warlords of the Vandar series. Bk#1 Pos-
sessed. I was promised against my will to an empiri-
cal general. . .so I escaped. Right into the arms of an 
even more ruthless Vandar warlord. I'd thought 
things had been bad when I'd been ordered to marry 
the repulsive Zagrath general. But then I'd been cap-
tured by the empire's most deadly enemy--the Van-
dar raiders. With their battle kilts and tails, the raiders 
are known for being fierce warriors who never take 
prisoners. Until now. The fear I feel when I am taken 
by the menacing Vandar warlord is confirmed when I 
discover why he treats me like an honored guest. 
Taking the general's bride is one thing, but to strike 
the most personal blow the Vandar must claim me as 
his, taking me to his bed until his mating marks ap-
pear on my skin and mark me as his true mate. But 
he has no intention of forcing me. He wants to make 
a deal-become his willingly and I will get what I've 
always wanted-my freedom from a loveless, ar-
ranged marriage. Can I agree to a deal with the dark-
ly dominant warlord who stokes both my fear and 
desire? Even if being claimed by the Vandar is only 
revenge for him and freedom for me, will my heart 
remain untouched as he pillages my body? And will 
the general give me up so easily, or will he come for 
both of us with all the firepower of the empire? 

THE PLAN COMMENCES BK#2 $38.95 TRADE P/BACK 
KRISTEN ASHLEY (656 PAGES)  
Rising series. Bk#1 The Beginning of Everything. 
Once upon a time, in a parallel universe, there exist-
ed the continent of Triton. The land was filled with 
beauty, but it was also splintered by war. Out of the 
chaos grew a conspiracy to reawaken the Beast, a 
fearsome creature who wrought only tragedy and 
devastation. The only way to stop him was to fulfill an 
ancient prophecy: Triton's four strongest warriors 
must wed its four most powerful witches, binding all 



 

nations together and finally bringing peace to the 
land.This is the story of their unions: the quiet maiden 
Silence and the savage king Mars. The cold warrior 
Cassius and the fiery witch Elena. The steadfast sol-
dier True and the banished beauty Farah. And the 
pirate king Aramus and the mysterious queen Ha-Lah. 
Their unions will not be easy, but each couple must 
succeed, for the fate of their world is at stake.... 

THE QUEEN’S BARGAIN BK#10 $15.95  
P/BACK RELEASE 
ANNE BISHOP 
Black Jewels series. Bk#1 Daughter of the Blood. 
After a youthful mistake, Lord Dillon's reputation is in 
tatters, leaving him vulnerable to aristo girls looking 
for a bit of fun. To restore his reputation and honor, he 
needs a handfast--a one-year contract of marriage. 
He sets his sights on Jillian, a young Eyrien witch 
from Ebon Rih, who he believes has only a flimsy 
connection to the noble society that spurned him. Un-
fortunately for Dillon, he is unaware of Jillian's true 
connections until he finds himself facing Lucivar 
Yaslana, the volatile Warlord Prince of Ebon Rih. 
Meanwhile, Surreal SaDiablo's marriage is crumbling. 
Daemon Sadi, the Warlord Prince of Dhemlan, recog-
nizes there is something wrong between him and Sur-
real, but he doesn't realize that his attempt to sup-
press his own nature in order to spare his wife is 
causing his mind to splinter. To save Daemon, and 
the Realm of Kaeleer if he breaks, help must be 
sought from someone who no longer exists in any of 
the Realms--the only Queen powerful enough to con-
trol Daemon Sadi. The Queen known as Witch. As 
Jillian rides the winds of first love with Dillon, Daemon 
and Surreal struggle to survive the wounds of a mar-
riage turned stormy--and Lucivar has to find a way to 
keep everyone in his family safe...even from each 
other. 

RECKLESS ROAD BK#5 $15.95  
CHRISTINE FEEHAN 
Torpedo Ink series. Bk#1 Judgment Road. While 
Gedeon "Player" Lazaroff is one of Torpedo Ink mo-
torcycle club's roughest members, he's also one of the 
calmest. Little rattles Player, except for the times his 
gift gets the better of him. When that happens, he has 
to just lie down in the dark and hope for the best. But 
on a night when he's on the verge of losing it, he 
meets a woman who manages to soothe his fractured 
mind. Zyah is a striking, ethereal beauty who seduces 
him with every word and move. Their night together is 
one of pure, exquisite bliss. But when Player gets 
confused and thinks their intimate encounter was 
nothing more than a dream, his careless dismissal 
leaves her humiliated and angry. Now, Player will 
have to devote his every breath to convincing Zyah to 
give him a second chance. Because she might be the 
only one who can save him from himself.... 

 

 

 

SMOKE BITTEN BK#12 $15.95 P/BACK RELEASE  
PATRICIA BRIGGS (RELEASED 9TH FEB)  
Mercy Thompson series. Bk#1 Moon Called. I am 
Mercedes Athena Thompson Hauptman. My only 
"superpowers" are that I turn into a thirty-five pound 
coyote and fix Volkswagens. But I have friends in odd 
places and a pack of werewolves at my back. It looks 
like I'm going to need them. Centuries ago, the fae 
dwelt in Underhill--until she locked her doors against 
them. They left behind their great castles and troves 
of magical artifacts. They abandoned their prisoners 
and their pets. Without the fae to mind them, those 
creatures who remained behind roamed freely 
through Underhill wreaking havoc. Only the deadliest 
survived. Now one of those prisoners has escaped. It 
can look like anyone, any creature it chooses. But if it 
bites you, it controls you. It lives for chaos and de-
struction. It can make you do anything--even kill the 
person you love the most. Now it is here, in the Tri-
Cities. In my territory. It won't, can't, remain. Not if I 
have anything to say about it. 

TRANSYLVANIA TWIST BK#2 $22.95 TRADE P/BACK 
ANGIE FOX 
Immortal series. Bk#1 Monster Mash. A shaky truce. 
A pregnant Medusa. And a dedicated doctor who 
keeps legends alive. Even during a truce, I have my 
hands full as a MASH surgeon to an army of warring 
gods-especially when Medusa herself turns up preg-
nant. I frankly have no idea what to expect when a 
Gorgon's expecting, but I have an even bigger prob-
lem when my presumed-dead former-fiancé sneaks 
into my tent with enough emotional baggage to fill a 
tank. He's been fighting for the other side, which tech-
nically makes him my enemy, and now he needs me 
and the power I've kept secret for so long: I can see 
the dead. It's a blessing and a curse. Literally. Be-
cause the gods will smite me in a second if they sus-
pect. But the other side is developing a terrible new 
weapon, and the only person who can stop the car-
nage was just murdered in a covert lab behind enemy 
lines. So I have no choice but to pull on my combat 
boots and go AWOL with my ex and a moody berserk-
er to confront a ghost with a terrible secret. Too bad 
uncovering the truth could make me enemy #1… 
(originally published as Immortally Yours) 

WARRIOR KING BK#6 $27.95 TRADE P/BACK  
MILLY TAIDEN  
Crystal Kingdom series. Bk#1 Fae King. Lilah 
McClure may be mouthy, bossy, and overly bold, but 
she knows what's fair and hates injustice of any kind. 
When she and her cousins are captured by the moun-
tain fae, she learns they're living in the freakin' stone 
age. Equality between genders? Nope, not even as a 
joke. The female fae need a champion to stand up for 
them against their king, show them how their lives 
should be free from oppression. Lilah is more than 
willing to take on that job. There's just one big, sexy, 
problem. Ferrus. Ferrus sees no issues with how 
things have been for centuries. His beautiful, strong, 
independent woman is making him question the  
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norms and traditions he's known all his life and won-
der if maybe their society is in need of an update. He 
isn't sure what to believe, but he's fallen for this 
strange little human, so he'll do his best to keep her 
from being thrown into the dungeon, or eaten by wild 
forest creatures. Lilah has to negotiate with a cold-
hearted king for the future freedom of generations of 
females and show the fae she loves that his ways are 
barbaric and must change. We can't forget that some 
guy wielding dark magic is after her and her cousins, 
wanting his own revenge on the Crystal Kingdom. 

WOLF FEVER BK#1 $14.95 REISSUE  
TERRY SPEAR  
Silver Town Wolf series. Growing up in Silver 
Town, human nurse Carol Woods never imagined 
that the local hospital specialized in treating were-
wolves--that is until an attack from a werewolf lands 
her in the hospital and into the job. Though Carol 
appreciates the opportunity, much to her pack lead-
er's growing annoyance, she's resisting shifting. Not 
only because her on-again, off-again psychic abilities 
have made her leery of losing control of her body, but 
because they're telling her that a swine-flu-type virus 
attacking the pack may leave them unable to return 
to human form. Pack leader Darien Silver is putting 
pressure on Carol to mate, so she'll have someone to 
supervise her shifting and prevent her from giving 
away the pack's secret. But the one man who inter-
ests her, sexy gray pack leader and private investiga-
tor Ryan McKinley--doesn't believe in her premoni-
tions or their future together, unless she's willing to 
overcome her fears and shift. Only when weres in-
fected with the flu shift in an effort to shake the dis-
ease and then can't shift back, is Ryan convinced of 
her abilities--but will it be too late for Carol and Ryan 
to save their packs from becoming wolves forever?" 

COMING IN MARCH: 
Wild Sign—Patricia Briggs (h/cover) 

Wicked All Night—Jeaniene Frost 

A Wolf After My Own Heart—MaryJanice Davidson 

The Jackal—JR Ward (p/b release) 

Kingdom of Shadow and Light—Karen Marie Moning 
(h/cover) 

Lightning Game—Christine Feehan (h/cover) 

A Stitch in Time—Kelley Armstrong (p/b release) 

Last Strand—Jennifer Estep 

Calculated Risks—Seanan McGuire 

 

EROTIC & ROMANTICA 

DARE TO PLAY BK#3 $24.95 TRADE P/BACK  
CARLY PHILLIPS  
Dare Nation series. Bk#1 Dare to Resist. Pitcher, 
Jaxon Prescott has a lot on his plate. Major League 
Baseball. Reputation as a player. And now? He's on 
the verge of losing it all. He didn't mean to sleep with 
his general manager's daughter or get into a brawl 
that was captured on camera. But his notoriety is a 
problem and everything he's worked for is at risk. 
What's a bad boy to do? Marry his sister's best friend 
to save his career, even if it's the opposite of every-
thing he wants and believes in. Macy Walker is the 
sole guardian of her half-sister until the girl's mother 
returns and wants her daughter back. In order to win 
custody, Macy needs to provide stability and marry-
ing someone would do the trick. Luckily for her, her 
best friend's brother needs a wife. 

DUKE I’D LIKE TO F ….. $29.95 TRADE P/BACK 
JOANNA SHUPE, SIERRA SIMONA, NICOLE DA-
VIDSON, EVA LEIGH, ADRIANA HERRERA.  
He's got big duke energy... The Chasing of Eleanor 
Vane—Sierra Simone: Ajax Dartham, the Duke of 
Jarrell, has a problem. And that problem is his future 
niece-in-law. When the clever and capable Lady El-
eanor Vane—understandably—runs off into the night 
rather than marry his horrible nephew, the Duke has 
a choice. Should he catch Eleanor and return her to 
her fate-or make Eleanor his own instead? My Dirty 
Duke—Joanna Shupe: Violet knows that her fa-
ther's best friend, the Duke of Ravensthorpe, is the 
most powerful man in all of London with a reputation 
for sin. But nothing can stop Violet from wanting to 
shed her wallflower ways and fulfill her darkest, most 
forbidden desires...even if it means seducing a man 
twice her age. An Education In Pleasure—Eva 
Leigh: As a governess to the Duke of Tarrington, 
Cecilia Holme resigns herself to a passionless life. 
Except now the old duke is dead and Owen, the new 
duke, is very tempting-and much younger. Is the 
chance to give Owen an education in pleasure too 
enticing to refuse? Duke For Hire—Nicola Da-
vidson: As her fiery clergyman father chases away 
all suitors, Miss Ada Blair is resigned to spinsterhood. 
Yet while she can't wed, bedding might be another 
matter. One man meets all her requirements for a 
discreet and expert pleasure tutor-Jasper Muir, Duke 
of Gilroy-but he insists on a very wicked contract... 
The Duke Makes Me Feel … - Adriana Herrera: 
Dukes and their demands are nothing new for Ma-
rena Baine-Torres. Her newfound success has her 
little apothecary teeming with ill-mannered aristo-
crats. But as tiresome as they are, she needs the 
business. When the unflappable Duke of Linley 
storms into her shop and makes her an offer she'd be 
a fool to refuse, Marena soon finds herself on the 
adventure of a lifetime with a man who is as infuriat-
ing as he is intriguing. 



 

FOLLOW ME UNDER BK#2 $23.95 TRADE P/BACK  
HELEN HARDT  
Follow Me series. Bk#1 Follow Me Darkly. She 
gave him control in the bedroom. But is she losing 
control of her identity? Dating Boston's billionaire 
bachelor has opened up a new world for Skye Man-
ning. Opportunities are suddenly everywhere, her 
new career is flourishing, and she experiences luxu-
ry she's only seen in the pages of magazines. So 
why does she feel like she's losing herself? Braden 
Black never meant to fall for Skye, and he still tries 
to resist a relationship he knows he's not wired for. 
But not only has Skye awoken something inside him-
-he's stirring something dark and forbidden inside his 
Cinderella. Something even he can't control… 

A MIDWINTER NIGHT'S DREAM $18.95  
TRADE P/BACK NOVELLA 
TIFFANY REISZ (122 PAGES) 
Original Sinners series. Bk#1 The Siren. Two days 
before Christmas 1871, the newly-minted Baron 
Marcus Stearns returns to London for the reading of 
his long-estranged and much-despised father's will, 
fully certain he will inherit nothing but the title. He 
receives the shock of his life when he learns that he 
and his sister Lady Claire will only inherit their late 
father's vast estate if he marries-immediately. Kings-
ley, the Baron's lover and devoted valet, offers a 
simple solution to a seemingly Herculean task-the 
Baron should simply marry his beautiful ward Elea-
nor. Yet while the Baron longs to do just that...he 
possesses a dangerous secret that threatens to de-
stroy their marriage before it's hardly begun. 

MY BEAUTIFUL SIN BK#2 $24.95 TRADE P/BACK 
J KENNER  
Fallen Saint series. Bk#1 My Fallen Saint. Every-
thing Ellie thinks she knows is about to change. De-
spite his dangerous past, billionaire Devlin Saint 
finally has Ellie Holmes in his life-and in his bed. Yet 
shadows still cling to Saint, obscuring his dark se-
crets and the confidences he swore never to reveal. 
An investigative reporter, Ellie is certain the man she 
loves hasn't told her everything. And when she starts 
receiving anonymous warnings about Devlin, she 
vows to investigate. Soon it becomes clear that 
Devlin isn't the only one with things to hide, and the 
more Ellie learns, the more she realizes how danger-
ous it is to love Devlin Saint. His touch is her sin... 

COMING IN MARCH: 
All Consuming—Jaci Burton 

Grant’s Flame—Angel Payne, Victoria Blue 

Rafael—Laurell K Hamilton 

Runaway—Helen Hardt 

Dare to Play—Carly Phillips 
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THE BETTER PART OF DARKNESS BK#1 $3.95  
KELLY GAY (PARANORMAL)  
Charlie Madigan series. Atlanta: it's the promised 
city for the off-worlders, foreigners from the alternate 
dimensions of heaven. Some bring good works and 
miracles. And some bring unimaginable evil.... Char-
lie Madigan is a divorced mother of one, and a kick-
ass cop trained to take down the toughest human 
and off-world criminals. She's recently returned from 
the dead after a brutal attack, an unexplained revival 
that has left her plagued by ruthless nightmares and 
random outbursts of strength that make doing her 
job for Atlanta P.D.'s Integration Task Force even 
harder. Since the Revelation, the criminal element in 
Underground Atlanta has grown, leaving Charlie and 
her partner Hank to keep the chaos to a dull roar. 
But now an insidious new danger is descending on 
her city with terrifying speed, a deadly, off-world nar-
cotic known as ash. Charlie is determined to uncover 
the source of ash before it targets another victim -- 
but can she protect those she loves from a force 
more powerful than heaven and hell combined? 
(Bks#2,3&4 also available at the same price) 

BORN OF NIGHT BK#1 $3.95  
SHERRILYN KENYON  (PARANORMAL) 
The League: Nemesis Rising series. In the Ichidi-
an Universe, The League and their ruthless assas-
sins rule all. Expertly trained and highly valued, the 
League Assassins are the backbone of the govern-
ment. But not even the League is immune to corrup-
tion . . . Command Assassin Nykyrian Quikiades 
once turned his back on the League—and has been 
hunted by them ever since. Though many have tried, 
none can kill him or stop him from completing his 
current mission: to protect Kiara Zamir, a woman 
whose father’s political alliance has made her a tar-
get. As her world becomes even deadlier, Kiara must 
entrust her life to the same kind of beast who once 
killed her mother and left her for dead. Old enemies 
and new threaten them both and the only way they 
can survive is to overcome their suspicions and learn 
to trust in the very ones who threaten them the most: 
each other. 

CAUGHT BY THE SCOT BK#1 $3.95  
KAREN HAWKINS (HISTORICAL) 
Made to Marry series. When the dark Duke of Ham-
ilton loses his beloved wife, he heeds her dying wish 
that he make certain her three brothers marry well 
for she fears they are all headed to ruin. Heartsick, 
the Duke approaches the task with a heavy hand, 
ordering the three brothers to marry within three 
months or forego their inheritance. The middle broth-
er, the dashing Conner Douglas, is not about to give 
up his independence, but he knows marriage doesn't 
always mean one must change, does it? If anything, 
being married to a pliable sort of female would give 
him even more opportunity to seduce the married 
women of the ton. So he heads straight for the most  
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pliable female he knows - a childhood acquaintance 
and now mousy spinster, the English born and bred 
Miss Theodora Cumberbatch-Snowe. Conner is so 
certain Theodora will joyously agree to marry him, 
that he takes his time traveling to her house and has 
only one month to secure her hand and marry. Yet 
when he arrives at her parents' house he discovers 
that Theodora has just run away with a local land-
owner—a farmer, no less! Unknown to Conner, The-
odora has been wildly, passionately in love with him 
for years. But she's accepted that he sees her only 
as a friend. Unable to sit forever in her parents' front 
parlor and wait for what will never happen, Theodora 
decided to marry someone comfortable in the hopes 
they might at least become good partners. Unaware 
of Theodora's feelings, Conner isn't about to let 'the 
perfect wife' get away so easily. But as Conner se-
duces Theodora, his own feelings stir. And after sur-
viving a trip of mishaps and traps, he discovers that 
he can't imagine her marrying anyone but him.  

CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF MARRIAGE BK#3 $3.95 
KIERAN KRAMER (HISTORICAL) 
Impossible Bachelors series. Every woman 
dreams of saying I do. Jilly Jones did and years of a 
deeply imperfect marriage followed. Now living in 
London and working in a charming bookshop, the 
free-spirited Jilly is perfectly content with her new-
found independence until she meets a dashing naval 
officer who sparks her longing for a real happily ever 
after. Captain Stephen Arrow is just home after years 
of service, and he’s in no hurry to give up his hard-
won freedom. The meddlesome bluestocking Jilly 
Jones is exactly the kind of woman he doesn’t need, 
but there’s something about her that keeps drawing 
Stephen back to the bookshop. With her sparkling 
wit and understated beauty, she seems like a sur-
prisingly real match for Stephen. But will a scandal-
ous chapter in Jilly’s past stand in the way of their 
heated attraction? For this bachelor, nothing is im-
possible. 

DARE TO SURRENDER BK#1 $4.95 TRADE P/BACK 
CARLY PHILLIPS (CONTEMPORARY) 
NY Dare series. After ending a relationship to a 
cheating, domineering man, Isabelle Masters takes 
off in her leased Mercedes, only to be arrested for 
grand theft auto and hauled to a local police station. 
To her surprise, she is rescued by the most unlikely 
person possible, Gabriel Dare, a man she's been 
attracted to for far too long. Gabe offers Isabelle 
freedom along with an invitation to Eden, an exclu-
sive island resort where everything and anything is 
possible. Although Gabe yearns to possess Isabelle, 
he knows all too well he must fight his primitive need 
to bind her to him, and instead help bring out the 
independent woman she yearns to become - or risk 
losing her for good. An Alpha man who needs to 
exert control. Can she surrender to his demands 
without losing her sense of self once more? 

DARK LEGACY BK#27 $3.95  
CHRISTINE FEEHAN (PARANORMAL)  
Dark series. A woman fights to free herself from the 
grip of the vampire trying to possess her... In a beau-
tiful compound hidden away from the world, Emeline 
Sanchez tries to blunt the pain that has wracked her 
body ever since her terrifying ordeal in the labyrinth 
beneath the city--when she was forced to exchange 
blood with an evil master vampire. Now, it's his voice 
that haunts her...that calls to her in the dark...that 
never lets her rest. And while the children that she 
helped to free from his clutches struggle to heal, 
watched over by their Carpathian protectors, 
Emeline knows one thing: She must sacrifice herself 
to keep them all from harm... For her beauty is irre-
sistible to the vampires, her psychic ability like a 
drug. Whipped into a frenzy, they'll never stop com-
ing for her. And only the taste of one Carpathian 
warrior--the rush of his blood--can save her...  

DARKNESS BOUND BK#1 $3.95  
STELLA CAMERON (PARANORMAL) 
Chimney Rock series. WHEN NIGHT FALLS ... 
After her husband's tragic death, Leigh Kelly arrives 
on   Island determined to start over. Yet the tiny town 
of Chimney Rock is not as peaceful as it seems. 
Women have been disappearing, and Leigh can't 
shake the feeling that she's being watched . . . espe-
cially at night. Soon, she's experiencing visions she 
can't explain and fighting her attraction to a hand-
some stranger who seems to know her most intimate 
desires. PASSION TRANSFORMS THEM ... As the 
leader of the Team, a pack of werehounds forced to 
hide their very existence, former special ops soldier 
Niles Latimer is desperate to prove a man's heart 
beats beneath his predator's body. And Leigh-the 
mysterious beauty possessing powers she doesn't 
yet understand-may be the one woman who can help 
him. But Niles isn't the only one who recognizes 
Leigh's true identity. Something evil is waiting in the 
woods-and the hunt has begun . . .  

DEAD OVER HEELS BK#5 $3.95  
CHARLAINE HARRIS (PARANORMAL) 
Aurora Teagarden series. What's the world coming 
to - when you can't relax with an ice-cold beverage in 
your own backyard without a body falling from the 
sky and landing in your garden? Part-time librarian 
and frequent amateur investigator Roe Teagarden 
has good reason to ask herself this question when 
the remains of one of the Lawrenceton, Georgia po-
lice department's finest catapults into her flower bed 
one beautiful sunny morning. Roe's friend and body-
guard, the long-legged, bikini-clad Angel 
Youngblood, is mowing the grass and Roe is reclin-
ing on a lounger when a small red-and-white plane 
flies low overhead and drops its unlikely debris more 
or less at Roe's feet. Roe's husband of two years, 
wealthy businessman Martin Bartell, immediately 
wonders if the killer chose his dumping place to send 
some kind of message to Roe. And the mystery 
deepens when two federal agents arrive in town to 



 

investigate the murder. It's only when Madeleine the 
cat provides a clue that Roe and Martin realize Roe 
herself may be in danger and that using Roe's yard 
as a temporary landfill for dead bodies was no acci-
dent. 

DOWN TO YOU BK#1 $4.95 TRADE P/BACK  
M. LEIGHTON (ROMANTICA)  
Bad Boys trilogy. One girl. Twin brothers. An un-
common triangle. When college student Olivia Town-
send returned home to help her father run his busi-
ness, she never imagined a complication like Cash 
and Nash Davenport—twin brothers different in so 
many ways but with one thing in common: an uncon-
trollable desire for Olivia. Cash is dangerous, sexy, 
and bad to the bone—a man whose kisses make 
Olivia forget she is playing with fire. Nash is success-
ful, reliable and intensely passionate—and already 
taken. But all it takes is one soft stroke to make Olivia 
forget he belongs to someone else. However, Olivia 
is in for a surprise. These boys have a secret that 
should make her run away as far and as fast as she 
can. If only it wasn’t too late. A sensual game be-
tween three players has begun, and it’s about to spin 
deliriously out of control. (Bks#2&3 in trilogy also 
available at the same price) 

DROP DEAD GORGEOUS BK#2 $3.95  
MARYJANICE DAVIDSON (SUSPENSE) 
Cyborg series. When someone tries to kill her best 
friend's husband-to-be during the wedding ceremony, 
assistant hairdresser and bridesmaid Jenny Branch is 
in pursuit of the prime suspect, Kevin Stone, a sexy 
undercover agent who takes her on a wild ride filled 
with super spies, danger, and passion. 

EXPLOSIVE FORCES BK#5 $3.95 
DD AYRES (SUSPENSE)  
K-9 Rescue series. Danger is heating up… When 
Carly Reese’s beloved fashion boutique catches fire, 
she sees her dreams go up in smoke. The good news 
is that Carly was saved from the flames by a barking 
dog nearby. She soon discovers the heroic pooch is a 
trained K-9 who’s guarding his unconscious partner 
…a gorgeous firefighter who ends up in Carly’s arms. 
Noah Glover and his K-9 are a fearless duo, and No-
ah has clearly met his match with the brave, beautiful 
Carly. Soon they team up to track down the arsonist 
behind the blast – a psychotic criminal who’s intent 
on framing Noah. Meanwhile, the sparks between 
Noah and and Carly could ignite a five-alarm fire. 
Should they smother their feelings in the name of 
justice…or fan the flames of passion? 

HALFWAY TO THE GRAVE BK#1 $3.95  
JEANIENE FROST (PARANORMAL) 
Night Huntress series. Half-vampire Catherine 
Crawfield is going after the undead with a vengeance, 
hoping that one of these deadbeats is her father – the 
one responsible for ruining her mother’s life. Then 
she’s captured by Bones, a vampire bounty hunter, 
and is forced into an unlikely partnership. In ex-
change for help finding her father, Cat agrees to train 

with the sexy night stalker until her battle reflexes are 
as sharp as his fangs. She’s amazed she doesn’t end 
up as his dinner – are there actually good vampires? 
Pretty soon Bones will have her convinced that being 
half-dead doesn’t have to be all bad. But before she 
can enjoy her status as kick-ass demon hunter, Cat 
and Bones are pursued by a group of killers. Now Cat 
will have to choose a side … and Bones is turning out 
to be as tempting as any man with a heartbeat.  

HE KILLS ME, HE KILLS ME NOT BK#1 $3.95 
LENA DIAZ (SUSPENSE) 
Deadly Games series. Four years ago, Amanda 
Stockton was forced to play a serial killer’s twisted 
game of chance. Since then, she has retreated from 
the world, bearing the scar from her ordeal and the 
burden of a terrible secret. But when another woman 
is found dead, clutching a long-stemmed red rose, 
Amanda knows she can hide no longer. If there were 
any other way, Chief Logan Richards would never 
ask the only surviving victim for help. But it’s clear 
this killer will not be stopped and Amanda is the only 
link. Torn between catching a madman and winning 
the trust of the woman he’s come to love, Logan is 
caught in a dangerous game with Amanda. And 
there’s no guarantee they’ll come out on top 

HEARTWISHES BK#5 $3.95  
JUDE DEVEREAUX (CONTEMPORARY) 
Edilean series. Gemma Ranford wants the job cata-
loging the documents of the Frazier family so much 
that she is ready to do battle to get it. Fascinated with 
history, and desperately trying to finish her disserta-
tion, she's hoping against all hope that the papers will 
yield new information to invigorate her research. 
What she didn't expect to find is references to the 
Heartwishes Stone - believed by most to be pure 
legend - and said to grant wishes to anyone named 
Frazier. As Gemma learns more about the family -- 
and even begins falling in love with the eldest son, 
Colin -- it becomes increasingly clear that their wish-
es are actually coming true. Together, Gemma and 
Colin must work together to find the stone that's been 
missing for over one hundred years -- and with an 
international thief also on the hunt, the clock is tick-
ing. Because in the wrong hands, no one named Fra-
zier will ever be safe. 

HOT ICE BK#1 $3.95  
CHERRY ADAIR (SUSPENSE) 
T-FLAC: Black Rose Trilogy.. Diamonds–jewels of 
every kind, in fact–are Taylor Kincaid’s best friends. 
The only thing she enjoys more is the challenge of 
stealing them, at which she excels like few others in 
the world. And specializing in plundering precious 
stones from wealthy international criminals just 
makes it all the more satisfying . . . and dangerously 
exciting. So for Taylor, there’s no resisting the double 
allure of snatching the elusive Blue Star diamonds–a 
prize she has pursued across three continents–from 
the South American stronghold of the murderous 
Morales terrorist organization. The heist goes down  
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without a hitch. Until Taylor discovers she has made 
off with more than she bargained for, namely the 
secret security-system codes that provide access to 
a South African diamond mine–packed with enough 
gems to sink a battleship. Suddenly, Taylor’s no long-
er just an ultrachic freelance jewel thief, but a reluc-
tant player in a high-stakes cat-and-mouse game 
against elite global trouble-shooters and bloodthirsty 
terrorists. There’s nothing reluctant, however, about 
Huntington St. John, the top T-FLAC operative who’s 
hot on Taylor’s trail. 

A HUNGER SO WILD BK#2 $3.95  
SYLVIA DAY (PARANORMAL)  
Renegade Angels series. Elijah Reynolds is the 
most dominant of lycans, a rare Alpha whose skill on 
the hunt is surpassed only by his primal sexuality. 
Vashti is the second most powerful vampire in the 
world, a lethal beauty with a path of devastation in 
her wake. They are enemies consumed with a fierce 
desire. But as war looms, each must decide where 
their loyalty lies--with their own kind or with the ene-
my lover they can no longer live without.  

THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING ALICE BK#1 $3.95  
KATIE MACALISTER (CONTEMPORARY) 
Ainslie Brothers series. Nothing about Alice 
Wood’s life is normal right now. Her fiancé, Patrick, 
called off their wedding and relationship only days 
before their nonrefundable wedding trip. And though 
a luxurious European river cruise for one is just what 
she needs, it’s not what she gets... Due to a horrible 
misunderstanding, Alice is now cramped in her 
“romantic” suite with one of Patrick’s friends. Instead 
of cruising along the Rhine, Main, and Danube rivers 
sipping champagne with the love of her life, she’s 
navigating the waters with a strange—yet mysteri-
ously handsome—British aristocrat. An author, Elliot 
is just looking for some alone time to write. But his 
stodgy, serious self is about to be sidetracked by a 
woman who seems to have jumped out of the pages 
of a fairy tale, one who is determined to shake up his 
life...and include him in her own happily ever after. 

THE MANE ATTRACTION BK#3 $3.95  
SHELLY LAURENSTON (PARANORMAL)  
Pride series. Even the king of the beasts can find 
himself unexpectedly tamed by the right woman. 
Weddings have the strangest effect on people. Ex-
hibit 1: Sissy Mae waking up in Mitch Shaw's bed the 
morning after her brother Bobby Ray's nuptials. Ex-
hibit 2: the gunmen trying to kill Mitch. Exhibit 3: Sis-
sy Mae escorting a bleeding yet sexy lion shifter to 
her Tennessee Pack's turf for safe keeping. It doesn't 
help that Mitch's appraising gaze makes her feel like 
the most desirable creature on earth. . . Mitch is an 
undercover cop about to testify against some danger-
ous ex-associates. Even more worrisome, he's har-
boring hot, X-rated fantasies about one fast-talking 
little canine--and he has to deal with every male in 
Sissy Mae's Pack sniffing around her in a way that 

makes his hackles rise. Mitch has his pride, and he 
intends to show Sissy Mae that when a lion sets out 
to make you his mate, the only thing to do is purr, roll 
over, and enjoy one hell of a ride. . .  

MASTERED BK#1 $5.95 TRADE P/BACK  
MAYA BANKS  (ROMANTICA) 
Enforcers trilogy. What he wants, he takes with no 
remorse or guilt. She stood out in his club like a gem, 
unspoiled and untouched. A lamb among wolves, she 
clearly didn’t belong. Drawn to her innocence he 
watched as she was surrounded by men who saw 
what he did—but no one but him could touch her. He 
summoned her to his private quarters. He sensed her 
fear. He also recognized the desire in her eyes. And 
he knew she wouldn’t leave before he possessed 
her. She had no need to know his secrets. Not until 
he had her under his complete and utter control. 
What he wants, she isn’t sure she can give him. The 
moment he told her want he wanted, she couldn’t 
resist. Instinct told her to run, but her heart said stay 
and walk the fine line between pleasure and pain. 
Though she wasn’t sure she could ever completely 
surrender, the primal part of her wanted to try, even 
knowing this man could break her in ways she never 
imagined. Because once he possessed her, he 
owned her and it would be too late to turn back. She 
can only pray that he doesn’t destroy her in the end.
(Bks#2 & 3 also available at the same price) 

MAYBE THIS TIME $3.95  
JENNIFER CRUISE (CONTEMPORARY)  
Andie Miller is ready to move on in life. She wants to 
marry her fiancé and leave behind everything in her 
past, especially her ex-husband, North Archer. But 
when Andie tries to gain closure with him, he asks 
one final favor of her before they go their separate 
ways forever. A very distant cousin of his has died 
and left North as the guardian of two orphans who 
have driven out three nannies already, and things are 
getting worse. He needs a very special person to 
take care of the situation and he knows Andie can 
handle anything. When Andie meets the two children 
she quickly realizes things are much worse than she 
feared. The place is a mess, the children, Carter and 
Alice, aren't your average delinquents, and the 
creepy old house where they live is being run by the 
worst housekeeper since Mrs. Danvers. What's 
worse, Andie's fiancé thinks this is all a plan by North 
to get Andie back, and he may be right. Andie's 
dreams have been haunted by North since she ar-
rived at the old house. And that's not the only haunt-
ing. What follows is a hilarious adventure in exor-
cism, including a self-doubting parapsychologist, an 
annoyed medium, her Tarot-card reading mother, an 
avenging ex-mother-in-law, and, of course, her jeal-
ous fiancé. And just when she thinks things couldn't 
get more complicated, North shows up on the door-
step making her wonder if maybe this time things 
could be different between them. If Andie can just get 
rid of all the guests and ghosts, she's pretty sure she 
can save the kids, and herself, from the past. But fate 
might just have another thing in mind.... 



 

MY IMMORTAL ASSASSIN BK#3 $3.95  
CAROLYN JEWEL (PARANORMAL)  
My Immortals series. Grayson Spencer is hellbent 
on killing the dark mage who destroyed her life. But 
when her attempt fails, she is forced to turn to Duri-
an, a feared demon and expert assassin. Newly 
armed with powerful magic she's barely able to con-
trol, she'll do whatever it takes to complete her mis-
sion--even surrender to a dangerous fiend whose 
eyes promise unimaginable pleasure. Sworn to pro-
tect all mages, Durian can't let Gray threaten the 
uneasy peace among demons, humans, and mages. 
So he proposes a deal: He'll train Gray to master her 
gift if she'll bind herself magically to him, submitting 
to his control. As Gray's powers intensify, so too 
does Durian's hunger for this fierce, irresistible wom-
an. When the dark mage makes a final play for Gray, 
will the passion she and Durian share be the key to 
their survival or the seed of their destruction? 

MY SCANDALOUS BRIDE $3.95  
CHRISTINA DODD, STEPHANIE LAURENS, CELESTE 
BRADLEY, LESLIE LAFOY (HISTORICAL)  
The Lady and the Tiger—Christine Dodd: Laura 
Haver will stop at nothing to find out who killed her 
brother-even if it means posing as the wife of notori-
ous rogue Keefe Leighton, the Earl of Hamilton. But 
things go too far when Keefe engages Laura in an 
artful game of seduction-a game that can have only 
one winner… Melting Ice—Stephanie Laurens: 
Once Dyan St. Laurent Dare, Duke of Darke, 
dreamed of making Lady Fiona his bride. Now they're 
together again-at a scandalous dinner party where 
debauchery is the menu's main course. But will wed-
ding bells ring after the guests get their just desserts?  
Wedding Knight—Celeste Bradley: Alfred Knight 
will do anything to avoid a scandal-even marry a 
woman he barely knows. But his bride has a most 
titillating secret...one she'll share as soon as she 
conquers her temptation for the man she was never 
supposed to marry! The Proposition—Leslie 
LaFoy: Rennick St. James, the Earl of Parnell, has 
four days to seduce London's most popular widow 
into becoming his wife-or else she'll marry another 
man. It won't be easy...but Rennick has been lusting 
after the beguiling Julia Hamilton far too long to let 
her go now... 

NIGHT HAWK BK#10 $3.95  
LINDSAY MCKENNA (CONTEMPORARY)  
Jackson Hole series. Once upon a ranch in Wyo-
ming… After losing his comrade, Sergeant Gil Han-
ford thought a visit to the man's widow would be the 
decent way to honor his late friend. But Gil found 
more than comfort in Kai Tiernan—he had always 
secretly desired beautiful Kai, but a sudden, mutual 
passion helped assuage their grief… until duty reared 
its head, removing him from her arms, seemingly 
forever. Four years later, Kai is starting over at the 
Triple H Ranch in Jackson Hole, Wyoming. Born a 
rancher, she is looking for a new beginning—but her 
new boss is unforgivably familiar. Kai has tried to 
move past the memory of what happened between 

her and Gil, even though she's never forgiven him for 
leaving her. But even as they begin their journey to-
ward something new and oh-so-uncertain, a shadow 
emerges, determined to claim Kai for itself.  

NO TRUE GENTLEMAN BK#2 $3.95  
LIZ CARLYLE (HISTORICAL)  
Rutledge family series. A high-society murder 
brings scandal to the lords and ladies of the ton -- 
and unexpected desire to a pair of unlikely lovers. No 
True Gentleman ... Lady Catherine Wodeway knows 
that no true gentleman would presume to kiss a lady 
senseless without a proper introduction -- not even to 
save her life. yet somehow, Maximilian de Rohan's 
dark good looks, brooding manner, and mysterious 
past make it all too easy for Catherine to forget that 
she's a lady. Although Max is stunned by Catherine's 
beauty, honesty, and charm, he knows that getting 
mixed up with a noblewoman can end badly, espe-
cially when her brother is a murder suspect. But 
when Catherine stumbles onto the key to Max's mur-
der investigation and unwittingly places herself in the 
killer's hands he will risk everything to pull her out of 
danger and into the arms of love.  

OBSIDIAN BK#8 $4.95 TRADE P/BACK  
LAURANN DOHNER (ROMANTICA) 
New Species series. Dr. Allison Baker is obsessed 
with saving the comatose New Species male. She 
has tried everything and there's only one option left. 
Alli will break every rule and put her life in danger by 
tempting 880 to wake, using only her feminine scent 
and touch. She just has to kidnap him and crawl into 
bed with him to make it work. 880 wakes in a differ-
ent world with a small female who's been sleeping 
beside him, caressing him and wrapping her sweet 
body around his, teasing his senses. He lies silent 
and still, listening and evaluating each arousing 
touch, fighting his body's reaction. Hatred flares 
when he discovers she's human, but Mercile stole 
everything from him so he decides it's fair to take her 
in return. But things quickly change and he wants her 
at his side and in his bed. 880 has chosen a new 
name-Obsidian-the personification of dark and dan-
gerous. He'll fight them all to keep Alli. No one will 
stand in his way.  

OVERNIGHT MALE BK#3 $3.95  
ELIZABETH BEVARLY (SUSPENSE)  
Opus series. In the world of international espionage, 
Lila Moreau is as tough as they come. But now she's 
ready to trade her secret double life for domestic 
bliss. That is, after she takes care of one last vendet-
ta - to bring in rogue agent Adrian Padgett before he 
unleashes disaster.  

THE RISING $3.95 
HEATHER GRAHAM, JON LAND (SC-FI SUSPENSE) 
Twenty-four hours. That's all it takes for the lives of 
two young people to be changed forever. Alex Chin 
has the world on a plate. A football hero and home-
coming king with plenty of scholarship offers, his fu-
ture looks bright. His tutor, Samantha Dixon, is pre 
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paring to graduate high school at the top of her class. 
She plans to turn her NASA internship into a career. 
When a football accident lands Alex in the hospital, 
his world is turned upside down. His doctor is mur-
dered. Then, his parents. Death seems to follow him 
wherever he goes, and now it's after him. Alex flees. 
He tells Samantha not to follow, but she became 
involved the moment she walked through his door 
and found Mr. and Mrs. Chin as they lay dying in their 
home. She cannot abandon the young man she 
loves. The two race desperately to stay ahead of 
Alex's attackers long enough to figure out why they 
are hunting him in the first place. The answer lies 
with a secret buried deep in his past, a secret his 
parents died to protect. Alex always knew he was 
adopted, but he never knew the real reason his birth 
parents abandoned him. He never knew where he 
truly came from. Until now.  

ROGUE GROOMS $3.95  
AMANDA MCCABE (HISTORICAL)  
In Lady Rogue, Georgina Beaumont is a fiery spirit 
who believes that she doesn't need a man to make 
her happy. For Alexander Kenton, the Duke of Way-
land, this is startling news since he's fallen for Geor-
gina, and needs her hand to regain his place in soci-
ety, if she'll take it... The Star of India is a jewel 
that's been kept with Lady Emily Kenton since her 
childhood friend, the Earl of Darlinghurst, left for India 
at age eight. Will the longing they've harbored for all 
these years fall to ruin when he learns of the terrible 
secret she bears regarding the jewels? 

RULES OF ENGAGEMENT $3.95  
STEPHANIE LAURENS, KASEY MICHAELS, DELILAH 
MARVELLE (HISTORICAL) 
Everyone loves a wedding. The quiet country girl.  
The sophisticated member of the ton. A graceful 
duchess. Follow these charming ladies and their 
handsome suitors on their journeys down the aisles 
of England's grand cathedrals and castles as they 
make—and break—society's most sacred rules. 
Rules of Engagement – A lady shall never be caught 
unchaperoned with a stranger. A gentleman shall 
never flirt with a lady below his social standing  – A 
lady shall never waltz with a man to whom she is not 
promised. And above all, an engagement shall not be 
consummated before the marriage ceremony!  

SADDLED AND SPURRED BK#2 $3.95  
LORELEI JAMES (CONTEMPORARY)  
Blacktop Cowboys series. This beauty is no green-
horn-and she's about to rope the man of her dreams. 
Cattleman Bran Turner is left shorthanded during 
busy calving season when a bull tramples his hired 
hand. Rural Wyoming isn't exactly a hotbed of quali-
fied candidates, and the only applicant for the posi-
tion is the pampered town beauty, Harper Masterson. 
The curvy cowgirl gets under Bran's skin at every 
turn, but with no other options, he reluctantly hires 

her. When sexual sparks ignite, down-on-her-luck 
Harper enjoys convincing Bran that not only is she 
capable of pulling calves, feeding livestock, and han-
dling backbreaking ranch chores, but she doesn't 
mind getting down and dirty, either. Harper also dis-
covers the hot-bodied cowboy isn't all work and no 
horseplay...and he's got more than a few tricks up his 
sleeve. Bran will learn quickly that Harper is no coun-
try mouse-and that she might just have what it takes 
to stick around for the long haul. (Bks#1 & 4 also 
available at same price) 

SCANDALOUSLY YOURS BK#`1 $3.95  
CARA ELLIOTT (HISTORICAL)  
Hellions of High Street series. Bk#1. Proper young 
ladies of the ton—especially ones who have very 
small dowries—are not encouraged to have an inter-
est in intellectual pursuits  The eldest of the three 
Sloane sisters, Olivia is unafraid to question the 
boundaries of Society—even if it does frequently land 
her in trouble. Disdaining the glittery world of balls 
and courtship, Olivia prefers to spend her time writing 
fiery political essays under a pseudonym for Lon-
don's leading newspaper. But when her columns 
attract the attention of the oh-so-proper Earl of Wrex-
ham, Olivia suddenly finds herself dancing on the 
razor's edge of scandal. With the help of her sisters, 
she tries to stay one step ahead of trouble... Howev-
er, after a series of madcap misadventures, Wrex-
ham, a former military hero who is fighting for social 
reform in Parliament, discovers Olivia's secret. To 
her surprise, he proposes a temporary alliance to 
help win passage of his bill. Passion flares between 
them, but when a political enemy kidnaps the earl's 
young son, they must make some dangerous deci-
sions... and trust that love will conquer all.  

SECRETS FOR SEDUCING A ROYAL BODYGUARD 
BK#1 $3.95 
VANESSA KELLY (HISTORICAL) 
Renegade Royals series. Accomplished spy Aden 
St. George prefers to stay away from the frivolous 
ton, especially after the way his mother was used by 
the Prince Regent. But his latest mission compels 
him to guard unconventional, vibrant Lady Vivien 
Shaw. Rescuing her from kidnappers was easy, re-
sisting her beauty is not. Though grateful for Aden’s 
help, Vivien has secrets she must keep hidden. 
(Bks#2,3,&4 also available at the same price) 

SLOW HEAT BK#2 $3.95  
JILL SHALVIS  (CONTEMPORARY) 
Pacific Heat. After a woman claims she’s pregnant 
with Wade O’Riley’s love child, Major League Base-
ball’s most celebrated catcher and ladies’ man is 
slapped on the wrist by management and ordered to 
improve his image. His enforcer is the team’s publi-
cist, the tough and sexy Samantha McNead. When 
Wade needs a date for a celebrity wedding, Sam 
steps up to the plate as his “girlfriend.” But given her 
secret crush on him and that one awkward night a 
year ago in a stuck elevator with too much scotch, 



 

the whole thing is an exercise in sexual tension. 
Wade is thrilled when the pretense turns into an un-
expected night of hot passion. But the next day Sam 
is back to her cool self. As a catcher, Wade’s used to 
giving the signals, not struggling to read them. Now, 
to win the love of his “pretend” girlfriend, he needs a 
homerun—even it involves stealing a few bases…   

SO CLOSE THE HAND OF DEATH BK#6 $3.95 
JT ELLISON (SUSPENSE)  
Taylor Jackson series. Talent borrows. Genius 
steals. Evil delegates ... It's a hideous echo of a vio-
lent past. Across America, murders are being com-
mitted with all the twisted hallmarks of the Boston 
Strangler, the Zodiac Killer and Son of Sam. The 
media frenzy explodes and Nashville homicide lieu-
tenant Taylor Jackson knows instantly that The Pre-
tender is back…and he's got helpers. As The Pre-
tender's disciples perpetrate their sick homages — 
stretching police and FBI dangerously thin—Taylor 
tries desperately to prepare for their inevitable show-
down. And she must do it alone. To be close to her is 
to be in mortal danger, and she won't risk losing any-
one she loves. But the isolation, the self-doubt and 
the rising body count are taking their toll — she's 
tripwire tense and ready to snap. The brilliant psy-
chopath who both adores and despises her is draw-
ing close. Close enough to touch... 

SO ENCHANTING $3.95 
CONNIE BROCKWAY (HISTORICAL) 
Years ago, lovely young Francesca Walcott ruled the 
fringes of London society as a mysteriously gifted 
medium. Until the uncompromising Lord Greyson 
Sheffield accused her of being a fraud, shattering her 
world and sending her into exile in the Scottish High-
lands. Now Greyson has received word of a young 
witch in Scotland, and he travels to Little Firkin to 
investigate, only to find that the girl in question has a 
companion who is none other than Fanny Walcott, 
now a ravishing woman. Audacious Fanny is more 
than his match in every way, and as the sparks of 
challenge set fire to a passion neither can control, 
Grey is prepared to risk everything for the one wom-
an he can never forget. Fighting an unseen enemy, 
thrown together by danger and desire, the cynic and 
the enchantress discover their own brand of mag-
ic...and a love too powerful, too consuming, too be-
guiling for either to resist. 

THE STRANGER YOU KNOW BK#3 $3.95  
ANDREA KANE (SUSPENSE) 
Forensic Instincts series. It begins with a chilling 
phone call. And ends with another girl dead. College-
age girls with long red hair are being brutally mur-
dered, posed like victims in a film noir. Each crime 
scene is eerily similar to the twisted fantasy of a seri-
al offender now serving thirty years to life—a criminal 
brought to justice with the help of Casey Woods and 
her investigative team, Forensic Instincts. Call. Kill. 
Repeat. But the similarities are more than one psy-
chopath's desire to outdo another. As more red-
haired victims are added to the body count, it be-

comes clear that each one has been chosen because 
of a unique connection to Casey…. Now the Forensic 
Instincts team must uncover the identity of a serial 
killer before his ever-tightening circle of death closes 
in on Casey, the ultimate target. As the stalker me-
thodically moves in on his prey, his actions make two 
things clear: He knows everything about Casey. And 
he won't stop until she's dead. 

SUGAR COOKIE SWEETHEART SWAP $3.95 
DONNA KAUFFMAN, KATE ANGELL, KIMBERLY KIN-
CAID (CONTEMPORARY) 
Where There's Smoke by Donna Kauffman: When 
flames from a recipe gone disastrously wrong send 
hunky fire-fighter Will Mason to pretty Clara Parker's 
rescue, the sparks really begin to fly! And once Will 
gets a taste of Clara, he aches for more than just a 
little sugar from the famously single food columnist... 
The Gingerbread Man by Kate Angell: Folks have 
always told fun-loving Abby Denton that her anatomi-
cally correct Gingerbread cookies are … impressive. 
But those erotic cookies have nothing on the sexy 
stranger Abby saves from a snowy country road. 
Could Lander Reynolds be the Christmas treat she's 
truly been longing for? Sugar And Spice by Kimber-
ly Kincaid: When caterer Lily Callahan goes up 
against hotshot pastry chef Pete Mancuso in the 
bake-off of the season, the stakes are high - and 
scandalously passionate. Will the gorgeous gour-
mand steal Lily's heart - and the top prize in the 
Christmas cookie competition? 

SULLIVAN'S PROMISE BK#12 $3.95  
JOAN JOHNSTON (CONTEMPORARY)  
Bitter Creek series. Facing the unexpected conse-
quences of a life-altering night of passion with a cow-
boy she met in a Jackson Hole bar, and with her life 
committed to protecting endangered species, Victoria 
Grayhawk does what she believes is the right thing. 
She hunts down the cowboy, seeking his agreement 
that their baby should be adopted by a loving family. 
Montana rancher Ryan Sullivan has no intention of 
giving away his own flesh and blood, and takes their 
son to raise himself. When Vick realizes what a horri-
ble mistake she’s made, and wants back into their 
child’s life, Rye remains inflexible—because once 
trust is lost there are no second chances—until an 
attack by one of the grizzlies Vick has spent her life 
protecting changes everything and Rye learns that 
sometimes love can heal all wounds. 

A SUMMER REUNION $3.95  
KASEY MICHAELS, SARAH MAYBERRY, TERESA 
SOUTHWICK (CONTEMPORARY) 
FOR TODAY  ….Now that she's reunited with her 
sister, Tori Fuller doesn't regret a moment of her life. 
But she's never forgotten the guy who got away. 
Heart surgeon Sam McCormack is as sexy and irre-
sistible as he was back in college  and ready to prove 
to the woman he's always loved that it's never too 
late to start over. TOMORROW  …. Lauren Sutcliffe 
never expected her mother's sixtieth birthday bash to 
lead to romance. But gorgeous Aussie builder Adam  
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Hunter wants to stake his claim on the bossy, burned
-by-love caterer. He wants to share all her tomor-
rows, if Lauren will just say yes! AND ALWAYS! Da-
vid Longwood isn't looking for love until a family reun-
ion throws him in the path of free spirit Kinsey 
McKeever. Suddenly the buttoned-down lawyer is 
rediscovering his passionate inner self and dreaming 
about forever after  with Kinsey. 

SUREBLOOD BK#3 $3.95  
SUSAN GRANT (SCIENCE FICTION)  
Borderlands series.  Five years ago rival space 
pirate captains Val Blue and Dake Sureblood stole 
one incredible night together. But their brief, passion-
ate history ended with the assassination of Val's fa-
ther and the condemnation of Dake's clan. Now Val 
struggles to prove her mettle—to herself and to the 
dissenters amid her own people. Every successful 
raid is a boot heel ground into the burning memory of 
Dake Sureblood—and their secret son is a constant 
reminder of their shared past….Ambushed and cap-
tured before he can clear his name, Dake Sureblood 
returns from a hell like no other to expose the true 
killer of Val's father. But as the identity of their enemy 
becomes chillingly clear, the former lovers must put 
aside their mistrust and join forces to protect their 
clans and their precious son. 

THE VISCOUNT IN HER BEDROOM BK#3 $3.95  
GAYLE CALLEN (HISTORICAL)  
Sisters of Willow Pond series. Louisa Shelby's 
carefree life of elegant balls and beautiful frocks end-
ed when her father died, leaving her penniless. With 
no hope of securing a proper marriage, the vivacious 
young miss accepts a position as a companion to an 
elderly viscountess. But temptation in a most unex-
pected guise awaits Louisa in the dowager's home… 
Once, Simon Wade was London's most eligible bach-
elor and most able seducer. But a tragic accident 
forced him into seclusion, away from prying eyes and 
questions. He thought he'd never again experience 
the tender touch of a beautiful woman. But while he 
yearns to hold the enchanting Louisa and taste the 
intoxicating nectar of her kiss, he will accept no wom-
an's pity. Louisa never desired a man the way she 
burns for Simon. And now her chance at happiness 
may rest in her ability to convince the stubborn vis-
count that her passion is real...and her love is true. 

WED TO A HIGHLAND WARRIOR BK#4 $3.95  
DONNA FLETCHER (HISTORICAL)  
Warrior King series. It has been prophesied that 
four men, raised as brothers, will bring Scotland back 
to her rightful glory. Now the final brother is ready to 
take his place in history... Trey MacAlpin is my hus-
band. When Bliss first speaks these words, they are 
not yet true. But desperate for protection from the 
false king's soldiers, she claims the Highlander as 
her mate. Her powers foretold that her life would in-
tertwine with the four men who protect the identity of 
the true king—but she never thought it would be like 

this! Trey MacAlpin can scarcely believe he has 
agreed to wed a stranger. But this beautiful lass 
knows the secret he and his brothers are sworn to 
keep, making her both valuable...and vulnerable. Yet 
more than necessity binds Trey and Bliss in these 
dangerous times—for the passionate fire raging in 
Trey's heart insists that Bliss is not merely his 
bride...but his destiny.  

WILD HORSES BK#1 $3.95  
BJ DANIELS (SUSPENSE) 
Montana Hamiltons series. It took only one impul-
sive moment on an empty two-lane highway to cost 
her everything. A man's responsible for his own pros-
perity—especially if he's Cooper Burnett, the most 
determined cowboy in the West. No one knows what 
he sacrificed to claim a piece of Beartooth, Montana, 
for himself and his beautiful fiancée, Livie. No one 
knows what he's willing to do for love … until a 
stranger's twisted vendetta threatens the happy end-
ing they should've had long ago. One fateful mistake 
isn't the only secret Livie Hamilton is keeping from 
her fiancé. Victimized during a treacherous blizzard 
by a man she thought she could trust, she's preg-
nant…but unsure who the father is. With an unknown 
blackmailer threatening to expose her, she must con-
fess to Cooper and trust he'll still protect her. But 
when the truth falls into place, she may lose the only 
man she's ever loved—or worse. 

WILDFIRE AT DAWN BK#1 $4.95 TRADE P/BACK  
ML BUCHMAN  (CONTEMPORARY) 
Firehawks/Smokejumpers trilogy. Johnny Akbar 
Jepps, lead smokejumper for Mount Hood Aviation, is 
always first out of the plane, first into the fire, and first 
with the ladies. But the last thing he ever puts on the 
line? His heart. Until he meets a woman who simply 
rides away with it. Laura Jenson, wilderness guide 
and expert horsewoman, leads tourists from the 
Mount Hood Timberline Lodge into the wilds of Ore-
gon. She knows the game and has no interest in 
some lady-killing, full-of-himself smokejumper. Not 
until Johnny lights her heart on fire. They both must 
take care not to get burned by the Wildfire at Dawn. 
(Bks#2&3 also available at same price).  

WITHOUT RESTRAINT BK#1 $3.95  
ANGELA KNIGHT (SUSPENSE)  
Southern Shield series. Atlanta deputy Alexis Rog-
ers and Navy SEAL Frank Murphy know all about 
power and restraint, necessary force, and pushing 
their limits. When they meet in the darkness of a 
BDSM club, their skills are put to use. With each suc-
cessive night comes a new adrenaline rush, and 
while they’re falling into something perilously close to 
love, their games are still too private, too extreme, 
and too daring ever to be exposed. But their intimate 
lives are upended when a fellow deputy of Alex’s is 
killed. It’s not a tragic hazard of the job. It’s cold-
blooded murder. And he’s not the last to be taken 
out. Now Alex and Frank have found themselves 
more vulnerable than ever—and exposed to a killer 
with a twisted vendetta who turns desire into the 
most dangerous sensation of all. 


